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Riassunto. ln questo articolo viene presentata unr zorezione
aggiornata del Kasimovìano e Gzheliano basale nel Darvaz sud-occi-
dentale (Pamir) sulle base dei fusulinidi. Vengono individuate cinque
biozone di associazione locale nell'ambito di cinque sezioni stntigra-
fiche. Queste biozone si possono correlare con gli equivalenti crono-
str:rtigr:rf;ci della Pìattaforma est-europea! degli Uralì, delle regioni
artichc (Timrn e Spìtzbergen) e delle Alpi Carniche. Nel Darvaz sud-
occidentale, entro gli stratì:rttrìbuiti al Kasimoviano ed allo Gzheliano
basale, sono statc riconosciute 87 specic e \ottospccie di fusulinidi,
appartenenti a 18 generi e 7 farniglie. Tra questi, due generi (Kushanel-
Ìa e Dar'rtasosch.tuagerìna'), un sottogenere (Tumefactus), e 24 specie
sono considerate come nuove, in particolare Fusíella segtrt:Iashtiensis,
Quasfusulina pseudotenuissimd, Protriticites pwtrjai, P compdctus,
O b s oletes dartasìc us, S ch'oagerino ídes ( S chuageri no ide s) pamiricus,
Sch'o. (Tumefactus) oblisus, Montiparus kusbanicus, M. rauserae, M. pig-
maeus, M. memorabilìs, M. citreum, M. hirsutus, M. dubius, M. stucleen-
bergforrnis, M. desinens, Triticites umbonoplicatiformis, T. licis,
Rauserites cottcinnus, R. jucundus, R. darrasicus, Kushanella globosa, K.
ins u eta, D arc a s o s cb'o ager ina donb as i ca.
Abstract. A detailed fusulinid biostratigraphic zonation of the
Kasimor.ian :rnd lon e rmost Gzhelian in southn estern Drryrz is pro-
posed. Based on the investigation of five stratirraphic sections, five
locai fusulinid zones were established. These z-ones correlate with their
chronostratigraphic equivalents in the East-European Pletform and in
the Urals, Arctic and Carnic Alps regions. Eight-v-seven species and
subspecies, which belong to 18 genera and 7 families of fusulinids,
were identified in the Kasimovian and lowermost Gz-helian of Darvaz.
Among them, two genera (Kushanella and Darrasoschuagerina), one
subgenus (Tumefactuî), and 2,1 species are nes' ( i. e. Èusiella segtr
dashtiensts, Quasfus ulina pseudotenuissima, Protriticites p utrj ai, P com
p a ctus, O b s o Lete s dart as i c u s, S cbu agerinoide s (S chzr agerin oide s ) p amir
icus, Scbu. (.Tumefactus) oblisus, Montiparus kusbanicus, M. rauserae,
M. pigmaeus, M. memorabilis, M. citreus, M. hirsutus, M. dubìus, M.
stuckenb ergífurm is, M. desìnens, Tiitìcites umbonoplicatifurmis, T. licis,
Rauserites concìnnus, R. jucundus, R. dart,asicus, Kushanella globosa, K.
in s ueta, D arvas o s chu agerit a d onbas ìca ).
lntroduction.
The material described in this paper was collected
by the authors in the late sixties - early seventies during
field studies of Carboniferous and Permian units of the
Kuhifrush Ridge, southwestern Darvaz, and northern
Pamir. Most of the results concerning the Moscovian,
Gzhelian and Lower Permian stages have been published
already in a series of papers and monographs (Leven
1974, 1980, 1.98L, L982, 1998; Leven, Leonova E{
Dmitriev 1992; Leven Ec Scherbovich 1978, 1980; Leven
6r Darydov 1986, 1991; Darydov 1982, 1984, 1986,
1990). Some of the preliminary characteristics of Kasi-
movian fusulinid biostratigraphy were presented in
these publications. However, comprehensive data on the
stratigraphy of the Kasimovian stage and the taxonomy
of its fusulinids is presented now for the first time. The
material described was collected primarily from three
sections at the top of the Kuhifrush Ridge(i.e. the
Kalaikuhna sections 1006 and 10OZ and Safetgyr section
D-172 (:1016) (Fig. 1, 2). Additional material from
sections D-10 and D-200, located on the right bank of
the Panj River, and from section D-l57,located on the
left bank of the Vozgina River, was analyzed and includ-
ed in our study (Fig. 2). The general characteristics of
these sections were described in a monograph and two
papers (Leven & Scherbovich lgl\; Davydov 1984;
Leven & Davydov 1986) . The Moscovian portion of sec-
tion 1006 and its fusulinids were described in another
publication by Leven (1998). The Kasimovian and eariy
Gzhelian fusulinids described in the present pàper were
collected from more than 20 levels. Seven hundred ori-
ented thin-sections were prepared. This fusulinid collec-
tion No. 12678 rs housed in the Central Geoloeical
Museum (CGM) in St. Petersburg (Russia).
Geological setting and previous studies.
The area studied is located in southwestern Dar-
vaz (southern Tadzhikistan) and belongs structurally to
'r Russian Academy of Sciences, Geological Institute, P,vzhel'kyi /, Moscow, Russia.
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TECTONIC ZONES
the Darvaz-tansalay tectonic zone of Northern Pamir
(Fig. 1, 2). The sections are located near the top of the
Kuhifrush Ridge, on its eastern slope. The ridge is
formed by a thick succession of Carboniferous and Per-
mian units folded into a large Kuhifrush anticlinc. The
eastern margin of this anticline is faulted and the oldest
Carboniferous rocks represented by thick volcanogenic
sequences are exposed at the core of the Kuhifrush anti-
cline and on the eastern slope of the Kuhifrush Ridge on
the hanging wall of the reverse fault (Leven Ee Scher-
bovich 1928; Davydov 1984) . Lowcr Carboniferous vol-
canogenic sediments are overlain unconformably (some-
times with angular unconformity) by olistostromes and
carbonates of the Vozgin;r Frn. rnd Zidad:ra Fm. of
Bashikirian age. Bashkirian sediments are also uncon-
formably overlain b,v thick, generally pure, carbonates of
the Shagon Group, rvhich are exposed along the
Kuhifrush Ridge. The Shagon Group consists of the fol-
lowing formations (bottom to top) :
1. Kuhifrush Fm. of Moscovian age;
2. Kalaikuhna Fm. of late Moscovian, Kasimovirn,
Czhelian .rnd Orenburgi.rn .ige;
3. Sebisurkh Fm. of Asselian age.
On the western slope of the Kuhifrush Ridge, the
Sebisurkh Fm. is overlaid by mixed siliciclastic-vol-
canogenic-carbonate sequences spanning the entire Per-
mian, up to 3000-4000 m thick (Leven 19l4; Leven &
Scherbovich 1978; Leven et al. 1,992; Leven 1998; Davy-
dov 198,1) . The total thickness of Carboniferous and
Permian:edirnents in the area is 6000-2000 nr. with the
Upper Carboniferous (Kasimovian, Gzhelian and Oren-
burgian Stages) approximately 150 m and the Kasimov-
ian 40 to 50 m thick. In spite of such insignificant thick-
-
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ness, the facies of the Upper Carboniferous sediments is
quite persistent and may be tnced laterllly over more
than 150 km, from the Panj River in the South to the
Peter the First Ridge in the North.
Upper Carboniferous sediments in the sense of
modern stratigraphy were discovered in the reeion by
Dutkevich & Kalmykova (1937). They established the
carbonate Sh:rgon Group'and divided it into several
stratigraphic units (horizons). Moreover, they included
the horizon wnh Triticites and the immediatell' overly-
ing horizon with large Rugose corals into the Upper
Carboniferous. In the Shagon Group they suggested thc
existence of an unconformity between Middle anci
Upper Carboniferous, n-rarked b,v quartz sandstones and
conglomerates. Based on the occurrence of fusulinids,
corals and brachiopods, Vlasov & Miklukho-Maclay
(1959) proved that both Triticites and Rugose horizons
belong to the Upper Carboniferous. Kasimovian sedi-
ments in the Darvaz region were distinguished from
Upper Carboniferous units by Leven (1974), n'ho stud-
ied two sccrions (1006 and 10OZ) in the upper course of
the Kalaikuhna River. Leven & Scherbovich (1978)
found the analogues of all the three fusuÌilrid zones
established in the Kasimovian of the East-European
Platform. The Moscovian/Kasimovian boundary, i.e the
base of the Upper Carboniferous was placed about lO m
beÌow the beds with quartz sandstones and conglomer-
ates. This is somewhat lower than the position suggest-
ed by Dutkevich 8r Kalmykova (1937).
Ler.en 8. Scherbovich (1978) divided the Kasimov-
ian deposits of Darvaz into three members. The lower-
most, 10 m thick, is char;rcterizedby algae -foraminifer-
al limestones with Obsoletes, Montiparus and "Triticitei'(: Scbu,agerintfurmis) expressus. The second (middle)
member, 11 m thick, is composed of sandy limestone
Saatigraphy and fusulínids from S.W Dat uaz
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Darvaz - Transalay zone
Kurgovad zone
Fig. 2 - Index-map with location of the studied sections.
interbedded with quartz sandstones and conglomerates,
containing the fusulini d "Triticirei' (: Schraagerini-
formis) gissaricus. The third, upper member, 11 m thick,
is represented by crinoidal and algae limestones with
"Triticites" (: Rauserites) ex gr. qwasiarcticws and "Trit-
icitei' (: Rauserites) ex gr. rosslcws. Leven & Scher-
bovich correlated the first member with the lower, mid-
dle and partly with the upper Kasimovian of the East-
European Platform and both second and third members
wirh the upper Kasimovian.
This scheme of subdivision of the Kasimovian,
established in the Kalaikuhna River sections by Leven &
Scherbovich, was generally confirmed by Davydov
(1984, 1986, 1990) in detailed studies on the Vozgina,
Kuhifrush, Shohkazak and Safetgyr sections of the Dar-
vaz region. The Safetgyr section, rich with well-pre-
served fusulinids, was the most thoroughly studied.
Darydov (19S6) divided the Upper Carboniferous of
the Safetgyr section into 1O lithological units, with units
5, 6 and Z considered of Kasimovian age. Three standard
fusulinid zones of the Kasimovian of the East-European
Platform were recognized in the section. Davydov
(1986, 1l99A) suggested the existence of a gradual transi-
tion between Moscovian and Kasimovian, based on the
occurrence of fusulinids identified at that úme as Obso-
letes.The base of the Kasimovian in the Safetgyr section
was placed between beds 43 and 44. It was recognized
later that in the Safetgyr section there are very few true
Obsoletes and most of the fusulinids previously assigned
to Obsoletes belong to the genus Praeobsoletes, intro-
duced by Remizova ín 1,992, with a stratigraphic range
mostly bounded to the uppermost Moscovian. After this
taxonomical revision, the base of Kasimovian was placed
between beds 66 and 67 (Davydov 1997; Krainer &
Davydov 1998).
Description of the sections and lithostratigraphic subdi-
visions of the Kasimovian-Gzhelian succession
Sections 1006 and 1,aa7 are located at the top of
the Kuhifrush Ridge near the pass between the
Kalaikuhna and Obiniou Rivers, right tributaries of the
Panj River (Fig. Z). Section 1006 is immediately to the
south of peak3697 m a.s.l. Section 10OZ is located on
the eastern slope of peak 3165 m a.s.l., 1 km to the south
of section 1006. The Middle Carboniferous in section
1006, including the upper part of the lower Moscovian
and the entire upper Moscovian, was described by Leven
(1998). The Moscovian succession was divided litholog-
ically into 4 members which form the lower portion of
the Kalaikuhna Formation. The upper portion of the
formation belongs instead to the Kasimovian, Gzhelian
and Orenburgian stages.
The boundary between the Moscovian and the
Kasimovian is complicated in section 1006 by a fault
which affects the uppermost Moscovian and the lower-
most Kasimovian. The section described here starts
above that fault. Because this section is the continuation
of the section described by Leven (1998) the numbers of
the members follow the numbers used in the previous
publication. The complete list of the fusulinid species
identified in each sample is given in Table 1.




































































































Schw. (Tumefactus) sp. x X
xexpressils x
oblisus x
Montiparus sp, X x
monill-"t
























































































quartz and cherl pebbles
Calcirudite
Oosparite






















Section 1 006 (Kalaikuhna)
The following stratigraphic sequence was recog-
nized in section 1006 (bottom to top) (Fig. 3):
Member ) (carbonates):
Unit 1. Light-colored, compact, coarse-bedded
foraminiferal-algal packstone-grainstone with rare frag-
ments of gastropods, crinoids and pelmatozoans. The
limestone is rich in fusulinids. Five levels were sampled
( in ascending order) : a) sample I4-1 (2 m above the base
of the unit); b) sample 14-2 (7 m above the base); c)
sample 11-3 (8 m above the base); d) sample 14-4 (9 m
above the base); and e) sample 14-5 (at the top of the
unit). Total thickness of unit 1: 1O m.
.Unit 2. Grey or dark-colored, sparse biomicritic
limestone with fragments of ostracods, algae, and rare
fusulinids, pre dominrnrly Stalfellid.Te - sample 15.
Thickness 3.5 m.
Member 6 (carbonate-siliciclastic) :
Unit 1. Coarse-bedded, striped as a result of
interbeclding of light-coÌored and hematite-rich,
crinoid-foraminiferal biosparite, mixed with poorly
sorted and partly rounded qlrartz grains. The limestones
are interbedded with thin horizons of quartz sandstones
and gravel conglomerates with carbonate matrix.
Thickness 5 m.
Unit 2. Massive light-colored grainstones consist-
ing of rounded fragments of foraminifers, crinoids and
algae - sample 17. Thickness 2 m.




















Unit 4. Light-colored packstone-wackestone
interbedded with thin horizons of quartz sandstone and
gravel conglomerate with carbonate matrix - sample 19.
Thickness 1 m.
Unit 5. Light-colored wacke stone. Thickness 1 m.
Member Z (carbonate) :
Unit 1. Dark-colored to black, crinoid-foraminife-
ra1 packstone-grainstone overlying the light-colored
wackestone of member 6 with an abrupt, erosional con-
tact. Small poorly rounded debris of the above-mentio-
ned light-colored limestone occur within black limesto-
nes near the base of unit 1 of member 7. The packstone-
grainstone of unit 1 contain fragments of crinoids, bry-
ozoans, algae and fusulinids - sample 21. Thickness 1 m.
Unit 2. Light-colored massive grainstone with
abundant fusulinids, fragments of algae, crinoid plates,
and rare bryozoans. Fusulinids were coliected from 3 lev-
els (upwards): a) sample 22-2 (1 m above the base of the
unit) ; b) sample 22-3 (1.5 meters above the base) ; and c)
samnle 22-4 tsr rhe ton of the rrnitt Thickness J m.,\*...'."'.'.,/.^
Unit 3. Gre,v, coarse-bedded grainstone with
abundant crinoid plates, and rare small foraminifers,
fusulinids, fragments of algae, bryozoans, ostracods and
echinoderms. Thin layers and nodules of cherts occur in
this bed. Fusulinids were collected from a single layer -
sample 23. Thickness 4 m.
Unit 4. Light-colored massive crinoid-fusulinid
wackestone-packstone (lower portion of the bed); pre-
dominantly fusulinid grainstone (upper portion )- sam-
ple 25.Incomplete thickness 3 m.
Stratìgraphy and fusulinids from S\[/ Darwaz
Above unit 4 of Member 7, section 1006 is cov-
ered. The succession overlying unit 4 is exposed in sec-
tion 1002, where the entire Upper Carboniferous and
Asselian are represented (Leven & Scherbovich 1,978,
fig. 5). The lower part of section 1,007 may be easiiy
traced lateral1y and correlates with Member 7 of section
1006. Two fusulinid samples were collected from the
equivalent of unit I of Member 7 (sample 1A07-2) and
the lower portion of unit 4 (sample 1007-3). Unit 4 in
section lOOZ is 10 m thick. The overlying Member 8 is
represented by thin to medium-bedded packstone-
grainstone containing numerous thin layers and nodules
of cherts. gìvins ro rhis member a characteristic banded
1ook. Member 8 is a distinct lithologic marker through-
out the entire Darvaz region. Abundant fusulinids
recovered from Member 8 belong to the niiddle Gzhe-
Iian and were in part described previously (Davydov
1984; Leven & Darydov 1986).
Section D-1 72 (Safetgyr)
This section is located near the top of the
Kuhifrush Ridge, 3 km south of the Kuhifrush Peak and
approximately 5 km north of section 1006 (Fig. 2). The
carbonate sequence in this section belongs to the
Moscovian, Kasimovian, Gzhelian, Orenburgian and
Asselian. Carboniferous portions of the section are
exposed perfectly at the very head of the Safetgyr River,
right tributary of the Panj Rivea on the southeast slope
'-'l ^' 'l^' '^^ ^{ -L- Kuhifrush Ridge. The Asselian is
exposed on the northwest slope of the Kuhifrush Ridge.
A short description of this section was given by Dar1.-
dov and Leven (Davydov 1984; Leven & Dar,ydov
1986). Daq.dov subdivided the Carboniferous succes-
sion into 1O members, v'ith members 5, 6 and 7 assigned
to the Kasimovian (Davydov 1984) . These members
correspond to members 5, 6, and partly member Z (units
1 and 2) of section 1006, respectively. In the present
nanei' rhe S;ferpr r \ecrion is dcscribed adoutins ther*r-' "'- "*'-'b.r
lithological members established in section 1006.
Carbonate member 5 is slightl1. thicker than mem-
ber 5 of section 1006, because the lowerrnost portion of
this member in section 1006 is faulted and therefore the
member is incomplete. The following lithostratigraphic
units were iound in Member 5 in the Safetgyr secrion
(upwards) (Fig. 3):
Unit 1. Grey, coarse-bedded oolitic grainstone-
packstone composed of rounded fragments of algae,
foraminifers, gastropods, corals and crinoids. These
fragments often form the nucleus of oolites. Numerous
well-preserved fusulinids were recovered from this unit
- sample 6/. This unit is underlaid by an algal -
foraminiferal packstone with abundant fusulinids typical
of the Myachkovsky Horizon of the uppermost
Moscovian. No significant evidence of unconformity
between unit 1 and the underlaying limestone was
found. FIowever, based on the characteristics of the
limestones of unit 1 (rounded fragments of organic
debris) and analysis of fusulinid assemblage, a hidden
unconformity at this level cannot be excluded. Total
thickness 2 m.
Unit 2. Grey, coarse-bedded fusulinid grainstone.
Three fusulinid samples were collected in this unit
(upper part): a) - sample 69 (at the base of the unit); b)
- sample 7A 0.5 m above the base); and- sample 21 (at
the top of the unit) . The analysis of fusulinid assem-
blages suggests the presence of a hidden unconformity
between unit 1 and unit 2. Thickness 4 m.
Unit 3. Grey, platy fusulinid-foraminiferal pack-
stone-wackestone with rare plates of crinoids, fragments
of bryozoans and brachiopods - samples 73 and 1016-6.
Thickness 2 m.
Unit 4. Dark-colored, algal-forarniniferal wacke-
stone. Thickness 4 m.
Unit 5. Dark-colored to black, platy packstone-
wackestone with rare Staffeliidae fusulinids. The occur-
rence of Staffellidae correlates this unit with unit 2 of
member 5 in section 1006. Two samples were collected:
sample 77 (.1 m above the base of the unit) and sample
D-79 (4 m above the base of the unit ). Thickness 5 m.
M ember 6 (carbonate-siliciclastic) :
Unit 1. Grey, platy 'grainstone-packstone with
abundant coarse qtrartz grains. Detrital components of
grainstone are represented by whole and broken fusulin-
id tests, crinoid ossicles and fragments of algae. This
unit includes many thin layers of coarse quartz sand-
stone transitional to gravel-sized conglomerates with
carbonate matrix. Sometimes at the base of sandy layers
there is evidence of erosion of the underlying beds. Two
samples were collected in this unit: sample 81 (2 m
above the base) and sampÌe 83 (3 m above the base).
Thickness 3.5 m
Umt 2. Grey, massive crinoid-algae-fusulinid
grainstone-packstone is interbedded with quartz sand-
stones. Four samples were colle cted in this unit: sample
85 (1 meter above the base), sample 86 (2 m above the
base), sample 87 (3 m above the base) and sampie 89 (at
the top of the unit). Thickness 5 m.
Unit 3. Grey, quartz gravel-sized conglomerates
and sandstone interbedded with sandy grainstone-pack-
stone. Thickness 2 m.
Unit'{. Black, massive packstone-wackestone with
very abundant coarse qLrarfz grains. Bioclastic compo-
nents of packstone are represented by crinoidal ossicles,
fragments of algae, bryozoans, gastropod and brachio-
pod shells - sample 93. Thickness 2.5 m.
Member Z lcarbonate):
Unit 1. Grey, massive fusulinid packstone-grain-
stone with large fusulinid tests and partly rounded frag-
E.Ja. Lecen &V L Daoydoo
ments of crinoids, algae,bryozoans, gastropods and bra-
chiopods - sample 95. Thickness 2.5 m.
The rest of Member./, approximately 18 m thick,
belongs to the middle Gzhelian and ivill not be
described in this paper, except for Daroasoscbuagerina
archaica, which occurs in the uppermost port;on of
ItlvlemDer,/.
Biostratigraphic subdivisions of the Kasimovian-lower
Gzhelian
Fusulinids are the most abundant fossils in the
Kasimovian and Gzhelian of Darvaz. They are distrib-
uted quite homogeneously throughout the succession,
being most abundant and diverse in members 5 andT o{
the Kalaikuhna Formation. The fusulinids in member 6
are less diverse taxonomically.
Members 5, 6 and Z, which belong to the Kasi-
movian and lower Gzhelian, were subdivided by the
authors into the following local fusulinid assemblage-
zones, from bottom to top:
1.. Protriticites aariabilis - Obs oletes paraov oides zone
2. M ontip aru s umb on op li catw s -Tiiti c ite s kur s b ab e n'
sis zone
3. Schwagerinìfurmis ex?ressus-Protriticites com-
pactus zone
4. S cbw,agerinifurmis fus formi s - S chzo agerinformis
pamiricus zone
5. Rauserites rossrcus zoîe
Protriticites variabilis-Obsoletes paraovoides zone
The zone is established in the Safetgyr section
where it encompasses the entire unit 1 of member 5. This
zone is characterized by fusulinids from only one sample
(D-172/67), which was collected at the base of the 2 m-
thick carbonate horizon which we attribute to this zone
based on analogy in lithology. The fusulinids are repre-
sented by Obsoletes paraor.,oides Bensh, O. daruasicus sp.
nov., O. minutus asiaticus Bogush, Protriticites r,,ariabilis
Bensh, Pr. plicatws Manukalova, P. a[f. sphaericus Yo-
lozhanina, rar e F us wlinella aff . s cb',oagerino ide s (D eprat),
Eoscbubertella obscura (Lee & Chen), Schubertella ellipti-
ca Putrja, Sch. aff. procera Rauser. Beds immediately
below this zone do not contain fusulinids. Taxa typical of
the upper Myachkovsky Horizon (Peskovskaya Forma-
tion of the Moscow Basin) fusulinids were recovered 1.8
m below sample D-L72/67, i.e.at the base of the Protrit-
icites variabilis-Obsoletes paraoooides zone. They are
Fuswlinella helenae Rauser, F. bocki Moeller, F. podol-
skiensis Rauser, F. pamirica Leven, F. aff. pseudocolaniae
Putr;'a, F. kamensis Rauser, numerous Praeobsoletes and
primitive Protriticite s (Darydov 1997 ; Lev en 199 8).
The relationship between beds with Moscovian
and Kasimovian fusulinids in the section described is not
clear. However, because of the oolitic composition of
the limestone of the Protriticites r.,ariabilis-Obsoletes
paraovoides zone and its exceptionally reduced thickness
i ) m \ n 
-^- k..-'-^- the Moscovian and Kasimovian,
characterized by the absence of a portion of the
Moscovian and most of the lower Kasimovian. is sug-
gested in the Safetgyr section, with a portion of
Moscovian and most of Lower Kasimovian beinq absent.
Montiparus umbonoplicatus-Triticites kurshabensis zone
This zone is best represented in the Safetgyr sec-
tion (D-172), where it corresponds to units 2 and 3 of
member 5. The fusulinid assemblage there is quite dif-
ferent from that of the previous zone and is character-
ized by the dominan ce o{ Montiparus, wrth M. umbono-
plicatus (Rauser 8c Belyaev) subspecies being particular-
ly numerous. Numerous and diverse primitive forms of
Triticites with poorly developed keriotheca typify the
assemblage of this zone. Specific to this assemblage is
the appearance of the new genus Kwshanella, including
several species, and the appearance of Schruagerinìfurmis.
The latter includes the nominotypical subgenus Schwa-
geriniformis and the new subgenu s Twmefactus described
in this paper. Obsoleres is completely absent in this zone.
Other fusulinids of the assemblage include rare species
of Par astffi llo id e s, Palae o staffella, O zaza a in e lla, E o s c h u -
bertella, Schubertella, Fusiella, Quastfusulina, Quasi-
fus ul i n o i des and Protri t ic i tes.
Sc hwage ri nifo rm i s expressus-P rotritic ites co m pactu s zone
This zone is established in the Safetgyr and
Kalaikuhna sections. In the Safetgyr section, theSchrua-
gerin tform i s expr e s s w s - Pr otriticite s c omp a ctu s zone corre-
sponds to units 4 and 5 of member 5. In the Kalaikuhna
section the zone extends to the upper portion of units 1
and 2 of member 5. The relationship between this zone
and the underlying beds is not clear because no fusulin-
ids were recovered from unit 4 of the Safetgyr section.
Floweveq unit 5 of the Safetgyr section and unit 2 of the
Kalaikuhna section contain similar fusulinids and corre-
late precisely. Therefore, unit 4 of the Safetgyr section is
most probably equivalent to the upper portion of unit 1
in the Kalaikuhna section. The fusulinids recovered
from unit 1 in the Kalaikuhna section belong also to
S chw agerin ìform i s exp r e s s u s - Pr o tr itic ite s c o mp dctu s zoîe.
Numerous species of the subgenera Schwagerini-
formis and Twmefactws are predominant in the assem-
blage of this zone. A few beds near the bottom of this
zone contain Protriticites, which become rare upwards in
the succession and are completeiy absent near the top of
the zone. Montiparws and Triticiter, numerous in the
underlying beds, are rare in this zone. Parastffilloides,
Palaeostaffella, Ozawainella, EoscbwberteLla, Schubertella,
Fwsiella, and Quasifusulina are very rare.
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Schwageriniformis fusiformis-Schwageriniformis pamiricus
zone
This zone corresponds to member 6 in both Safet-
gyr and Kalaikuhna sections and it is poorly character-
ized by fusulinids, probably because of facies control.
Numerous Schzuageriniformis (Schraageriniformis) are
predominant in this zone. Rare Schwageriniformis
(Tumefactus) occur throughout the zone and range into
the younger Rawserites rossicus zone. First Ferganites and
Rauserites were found near the very top of the Schzua-
gerìniformis fusiformis-Scbru. pamrricus zone. Rare
accompanying taxa are represented by Parastffilloicles,
Palaeostaffella, Psewdoendothyra, Schubertella, Quasi-
fwsulina, M ontiparus and Triticites.
The comparison between the assemblages of the
S c bru age r ì n ifo r m ì s fu s ifo rm i s - S chr,e,. p am ir i c u s and Tum e -
factus expressus-Protriticites compactus zones shows that
there is no significant difference in their taxonomical
composition. Based on rhis conclusion we think that
there is not enough biostratigraphic evidence for a large
unconformity at the base of member 6, as suggested by
Dutkevich & Kalmykova (1937) and Vlasov S. Mik-
lukho-Maclay (1959). F{owever, the occurrence of sand-
stone and conglomerates may indicate a local, small-
scale unconformity, which cannot be recognized bios-
*-^.: ^-^-L: ^^ | t--r r d L 16r dPlrll d r t/.
Fauseriles rossicus zone
This zone corresponds to units 1-3 and to rhe
lower portion of unit 4 of member 7 in sections 1OO6
and lOOZ of the Kalaikuhna valley and to the lower por-
tion of member 7 in the Safetgyr section. The fusulinid
assemblage in this zone is quite different from the
assemblage of the Schzaageriniformis fusiformis-Schw.
pamiricus zone and is composed of numerous Rauserites
with Rauserites rossicus (Schellwien), Rauserites henbesti
(Igo), Rauserites jucwndur sp. nov., Rauserites trianguLus
orientalis subsp. nov. being the most characteristic
species. In this zone in Darvaz, Rauserites have a rela-
tively thin spirotheca with poorly developed (or poorly
visible) keriotheca, which usually becomes obvious only
in two-three outer volutions. The spirotheca of some
species, for example Rauserites henbesti (Igo), includes a
discontinuous ourer recrorium, as noted by Igo (1957)
in his original description of the species.
The strong difference between the assemblage of
the Rauserites rossicws zone and that of the underlying
beds suggests the existence of an unconformity at the
base of the Rauserites rossicus zone, which is also indi-
cated by the erosional surface between members 6 and 7
in the Kalaikuhna section (see description of the sec-
tion). Rugosofusulina, DarvasoscJctaagerina, Daixina,
Jigulites, Shagonella, and Bizaaella, genera cheracreristic
of the lower Gzhelian appear in the upper part of mem-
ber Z. Numerous more advanced Rauserites with thick
well-developed keriotheca were found in cherty-carbon-
atic beds of member 8. Most of them belong to new
species closely related to the species characteristic of the
Rauserites stuckenbergi zone of the Gzhelian of the East-
European Platform.
Correlation between sections and age definition of the
described subdivisions.
The sections studied in the Darvaz region are
located within a short distance from one another and
therefore both lithological and biostratigraphic correla-
tions between sections were possible. One of the best
units for local correlation is the horizon of ouartz sand-
stone and gravel-sized conglomerates of member 6. On
the contrary, correlation of the sections studied with the
Upper Carboniferous of the type region of East-Euro-
pean Platform facies is more problematic. The first
problem is the provincialism of the Darvaz fusulinids
both at the species and genus level. For example, in the
upper Kasimovian of Daryaz and other regions of Cen-
trai Asia (Gissar, Fergana) the predominanr fauna con-
sists of abundant Schroageriniformis,which are very rare
in this intervai in the sections of the East-European Plat-
form. Very characteristic and specific to the fauna of
Darvaz are Ferganites, Schwageriniformis (Twmefactus)
and Kushanella. These genera were never found up to
now in the type sections of the Kasimovian and Gzhe-
lian in the Moscow Basin. Even higher provincialism was
noticed at the species level. In general, the species from
the sections of the East-European Platform differ from
those of the same genera of Darvaz having larger shells,
more massive chomata. and a thicker wall with better
defined structure.
For these reasons, the identification of East-Euro-
pean species in the Darvaz material is difficult and made
the description of a large number of new species neces-
sary. Moreover, some forms, which were referred to well
known species of the East-European Platform still show
some minor differences from the typical ones.
The other cause, which makes correlation diffi-
cult, is the poor fusulinid conrent and definition of the
Kasimovian and its boundaries in the tvoe secrions in
I rtrne lvroscow rasrn. t'he Kasimovian in the Moscow
Basin is represented by alternating carbonatic and silici-
clastic sediments with sharp contacts. A series of obvi-
ous and hidden unconformities indicates abrupt changes
in environments, with loss of time in the sedimentary
record. All these factors are strongly reflected in the dis-
tribution of fusulinids and bias the real picture of
fusulinid evolution. A similar sedimentation pattern and
several abrupt changes in environments may be observed
in the Kasimovian succession in Darvaz. Consequently,
it is difficult to achieve high precision when correlaring
the Kasimovian of Darvaz and other resions in Central
l2 E. ta. Let,en G
Asia (Bensh 1969, 1972) with the sections in the type
area. Because common species in the Kasimovian of
Darvaz and the Moscow Basin are rare, our correlation is
based mostly on similar tendency in fusulinid evolution,
especially on common trends in the develoPment of wall
structure.
The lower boundary of the Kasimovian in rhe type
section of the Moscow Basin is established at the base of
the .Garnasha, unit of the Suvorovskaya Fm., coinciding
with the base of the Krer'yakinsky Horizon and the
fusulinid zone Protriticites pseudomontiparus-Obsoletes
obsoletus (Ivanova 8r Khvorova 1955; Ivanova & Rozo-
vskaya 1967; Rauser-Chernousova & Scherbovtch 1974;
Alekseev er al. 1995). This fusulinidzone is characterized
by the appearance and development of Obsoletes. The
spirotheca of the representatives of this genus is transi-
tional between the four-layered spirotheca of typical
middle Carbonifero:s Fuswlinella and the two-layered
keriothecal spirotheca of upper Carboniferous Schua-
gerinformis and Triticites. The latter appears in the mid-
dle Kasimovran Montiparus montiparus fusulinid zone.
Protritìcites pseudomontiparus-Obsoletes obsoletws
zone ffuy be correlated with the Darvaz local zone Pro-
triticites z,ariabilt.s-Obsoletes paraovoides. However, the
absence of both Protriticites pseudomontiparus and
Obsoletes obsoletus indexes and the rather modest role of
orher Protritlclfes species in the fusulinid assemblage of
r.he Protrìticites aariabtlis-Obsoletes paraovoides zone
makes this correlation somewhat conventional. As was
mentioned earlier, the Protriticites aariabilts-Obsoletes
paraoooid,es zone corresponds only to the uPpermost
portion of the Protriticites psewdomontiparus-Obsoletes
c,tbsoletws zone. There is a large unconformity at the base
of the Kasimovian in the Darvaz region, and most of the
lower Kasimovian is thought to be missing (erosion or
non-sedimentation) .
The Montiparws umbonoplicatus-Triticites leur-
shabensis and Scbuageriniformis expressus-Protriticites
comp.rctus zones of theDarvaz region may be correlated
witlì the Montiparws montiparus zone and the Khamo-
vnichesky Horizon of the middle Kasimovian in the
Moscow Basin. All three zones are charactertzed by
numerous Montiparws with characteristic three-layered
keriothecal spirotheca, the appearance of the first prim-
iile Tiiticites with yet poorly developed keriotheca and
also the appearance of the first Quasifwswlina. In spite of
the presence of some common species in the fusulinid
assemblages of the Darvaz region, endemic species pre-
dominate.
The occurrence of evolute Montiparus, such as M.
sinuosus and some other species, make possible the cor-
relarion of the M ontip arus umb onop licatus -Triticite s k ur-
sh ab ensis zone and S chw agerint'formis expres sws - Protit -
icites compactus zoîe of the Darvaz regton only with the
upper Khamovnichesky Horizon of the Moscow Basin.
The equivalent of the lower Khamovnichesky Horizon
V I. Daoydoo
is absent in Darvaz, due to an unconformiry between
beds 1 and 2 in the Safetgyr section.
Mosr imporrant in the assemblages of the Mon-
tiparws wmbonoplicatws-Triticites lewrshabensis and Schzua-
geriniformis expressws-Protriticites compactus zones of the
Darvaz region is the appearance of Schwageriniformis,
particularly its subgenus Tumefactws, and of the very
noticeable Kushanella genus. The iatter is known from
the Donets Basin and Pricaspi:rn, but was never found in
the Moscow Basin.
There are no sufficient data to correlate the upper
Kasimovian of the Moscow Basin (Rauserites quasiarcti-
cus-R. acutus zoÍ).e or Dorogomilivskyi and Yauzskyi
Horizons) with equivalent deposits in the Darvaz sec-
tions, because they have very few fusuiinid species in
common. Conventionally, we correlate the Rauserites
quasiarcticus-R. acutws zone of the Moscow Basin with
the local Darvaz zone Sch'uageriniformis fusiformis-
Schra. pamiricus (Fig.4). Although the fusulinid assem-
blages of the zones under discussion are quite different,
probably this correlation is vrlid, firstly because of the
presence in the Darvaz sections of rare Rauserites af[.
rugosus characteristic of ,-rpper Kasimovi:rn in the
Moscow Basin, and secondly because the stratigraphic
position of the Schuageriniformis fusiformis-Schw.
pamiricus zone in the Darvaz region, located between
middle Kasimovian and lower Gzhelian beds, is the same
position ol the Rawserites quasiarcticus-R. acutus zone in
the upper Kasimovian of the Moscow Basin.
Some problems arise when trying to define the top
of the Kasimovian or the Kasimovian/Gzhelian bound-
ary in the Darvaz sections. In the type area of the
Moscow Basin, the K:rsimovian/Gzhelian boundary is
defined at the b:rse o[ the Rauserites rossicus-R. paraarcti-
cus (Rauserites rossicus-R. stuckenbergl) fusulinid zone
(Ivanova & Rozovskaya 1967; Kagramanov & Donako-
va 1990). This boundary in Darvaz is likely to be coeval
to the base of the local Rauserites rossicus zone. Flowev-
er, careful analyses of fusulinid distribution in the
Moscow Basin indicate that the simultaneous appear-
ance of Rawserites rossicus in the Moscow Basin and in
the Darvaz region is uncertain. In the Moscow Basin,
Rawserites rossicws first occurs in the Rusavkinsky For-
mation of the bas:rl Gzhelian (Fig. a). In the underlaying
Troshkovsky Form:rtion (upper Kasimovian) no fusuiin-
ids were found because t1-ris formation consists of clays,
unsuitable for fusulinids. F{owever, we cannot exclude
that in the time when the Troshkovsky beds were
[ormed, Rauserites rossicus $ras present in environnrents
favourable to fusulinids. This possibility is suggested by
data from Samarskaya Luka, where Rozovskaya (1958)
reported the occurrence of Rauserites rossicus fronl
upper Kasimovian beds. FIowever, Rozovskaya reporced
the occurrence of typical e:.rri1. Gzhelian fusulinids in
deposits she considers as rtpper Kasimovian (Rauserites
paraarcticus, R. stucbenbergi, JiguLites procwlomensis,
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Daixina crispa etc.) and therefore the "upper Kasimov-
ian" in Samarskaya Luka most probably includes both
upper Kasimovian and lower Gzhelian.
In the Darvaz sections, Rawserites rossicus occurs
suddenly, as it happens in the Moscow Basin. It is possi-
ble that such sudden occurrence in both regions is the
result of a brief hiatus. Therefore, our correlation of the
local Rauserites rossìcus fusulinid zone of Darvaz with
the base of the Gzhelian is conventional.
Conclusions.
1. The succession of Kasimovian and lower Gzhe-
lian in the Darvaz region is one of the best shallow car-
bonate successions in the western Tethys and surround-
ing areas. The sections described are relatively complete
and contain well preserved, abundant and diverse
fusulinids and other fossils. This succession is very sig-
nificant because it is part of a predominantly crrbonat-
ic, excellently exposed marine succession, continuous
from the Moscovian (Middle Carboniferous) to the top
of the Cisuralian (Lower Permian) . This succession def-
initely deserves additional and more detailed investiga-
tion, particularly addressing its sedimentology.
2. Kasimovian fusulinid assemblages in the Darvaz
region are significantiy different from those in the East-
ern-European Platform, which makes the correlation
between the two regions somewhat difficult. However,
the evolutionary trend during the Moscovian-Kasimov-
ian-early Gzhelian time, specifically the development of
Fusullinella into Protriticites and Obsoletes, then to Mon-
tiparws and Triticites and next from Montiparus to
Rauserites in the Darvaz region is the same as in classical
sections of the Moscow Basin. A thorough study of
Kasimovian fusulinids in Darvaz showed that differ-
ences in fusulinid distribution ínDarvaz and other sec-
tions in Central Asia as compared with the Eastern-
European Platform are more significant than previously
thought (Bensh 1969,1972; Leven & Scherbovich 1978;
Dar,.ydov 1984). Therefore, a locai fusulinid zonation is
suggested in order to highlight the provincialism of the
fusulinid distribution in D arv az.
3. Fusulinid assemblages of Kasimovian and lower
Gzhelian age in the Darvaz region cont;rin elements of
both classical sections of the East-European Platform
and species and genera only known in the Tethys.
Therefore, the Dar-vaz section has a particular signifi-
cance in the correlation between East-European Plat-
form and Tethys.
4. Fusulinid assemblages at both the base and the
top of the Kasimovian in Darvaz change sharply, sug-
gestins the oresence of undetectable unconformitiesb'"-,,'b .''" r,*""'''-
which did not leave any significant lithological signature.
Consequently, a detailed sedimentological analysis of the
Moscovian-Gzhelian sequence in Darvaz is necessary.
Paleontological Appendix
Descriptions of fusulinids
Superorder Fusulinoida Fursenko, 1958
Order Staffellida A. Miklukho-Macla.v, 1949
Family Staffellidae A. Miklukho-Maclay, 1949
Parastaffe llo ìde s Reitlin gea 1 963
Parastaffelloides pseudosphaeroidea (Dutkevich, 1 934)
Pl. I, fig. a
1.931 Staffella pseudosphaeroidea Dutkevich, p.17-22, (Russian), p.
116-68 (English), pl. 3, figs. 2-10.
Material. 1 axial and 2 oblìque sections.
Distribution and age. East European Platforrn, Greenland,
Spitsbergen, Spain, Italy, Hungary, Turke,v, Middle Asia, Chjna,
Indochina, Japan; Middle Carboniferous-Lower Permian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
tnetrber 6. unir 4..ampl. tl]
PalaeostaffeLla Liem, 1 966
Palaeostaffella moelleri (Ozawa, 1925)
Pl. 1, fig.2,3
1.925 Staffella moelleri Ozawa, p. 19-20, pl. 2, ftg.9.
Material. 2 axirl sections.
Distribution and age. Japàn, Viet Nam, East European PJat-
forrn, Greenland, Spitsbergen, Spain, Ital,v, Slovenia, Darvaz, China;
Middle Carboniferous-Lowcr Pernian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation,
Palaeostaffella mochaensis (van Ginkel, 1965)
Pl. 1, fig. I
1.965 Staffella mocbaensis van Ginkel, p. 1/-18, pl. Z, figs. 1-Z; pl. 8,
figs. 1-9, pl. 9, fig. 1.
Material. 1 iubrxirl recrion.
Distrìbution and age. Spain, Darvaz-; Upper Carboniferous,
Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, section 1 OO6, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit l, sample 14-,1.
Order Ozawainellida Solovieva, 1980
Family Ozawainellidae Thompson et Foster, 1932
Subfamily Oz-awainellinae Thompson et F-oster, 1937
O zau, ain e lla Thompson, 1 93 5
Ozawainella cf. angulata (Colani, 1924)
Pl. 1, fìg. s, 6
Material. 4 tangential and oblique sections.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, mànv regrons
of Tethys from Croatia to Viet Nam; from Moscovjan of Middle Car-
boniferous to Asseiian of Lower Permian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, sectìon D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation,
rncmber 5. unìt 2. 
'.rmples 70 and Zl.
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Order Schuberlellida Skìnner, 1931
Family Schubertellidae Skinner, 193 1
Eoschub ertelld Thompson, 1 93 Z
Eoschubertella sphaerica slaffelloides (Suleimanor', 1 9.19)
Pl. 1, fìg. Z
1919 Schubertella sphaerica var. staffelloides Suleimanov, p. 28, pl. 1,
trts. i. l;ì.
Material. 1 axiai section.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, China, Darv;rz;
from Upper Carbonife rous to Low.er Perrnian ( Sakrnarian)
Occurrence. Safetglr, sccrion D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, sample /0.
Eoschubertella lata (Lee Er Chen, 1930)
Pl. 1, fig. 10, 11
1930 Schubertella lataLee tr Chcn in Lee et al., p.1i1, pl. 6, fig. 9 11
Material. E :ri.rl seirì.n'.
Distribution and age. China, Darvaz; from Middle Carbonif-
erous, Moscovian to Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. S:fetg1'r, section D-122, Kelikuhntr Formation,
nrcmber 5. unir 2 (semple 71), unit 5 (sample //) and membcr 6, unit
1 (sample 83).
Eoschubertella procera (Rausca 1951)
Pt. 1, fig. 13, 14
1951 SchubertelÌa ctbscura ya,r. procera Rauser in Rauser-Chernouso-
va et al., p. 73-74, p1. 2, ftg. 27,28.
Material. 10 axial secrrons.
Distribution and age. East European Platfornr, Donets Basin,
Viet Nam, Turkev, Serbia, Darvaz-; from Middle Carboniferous,
Moscovian to Uppcr Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgl'r, sectìon D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
nrember 5, unit 1 (sample 62), unit 2 (samples 69 andTI), and unit 5
(sample ZZ).
Scbuberrella Staff et \X/edekind, 1 9 1 O
. 
Schubertella galinae Safonova, 1951
Pì. 1, fig. 8
1.951 Schuberte/ld galinae Safonove ìn Rauser-Chernolrsova et al., p.
81-82, pl. 3, figs.15 16.
Material. 1 axial sectron.
Distribution and age. East Europe:rn Phtfonn, Dan'az, China,
Viet Nam; frorn Middle Clrboniferous, Moscovian to Upper Cer-
boniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgl'r, sectìon D-172, Kalaikuhna Formatìon,
lìl(lnDcr 5. Llnrl ). \JmPlr
Schubertella miachkovensis Rauser, 1951
Pl. 1, fig. 9
1951 Schubertella mjachleorensis Rar.rser-Chernousova in Rauser-
Chernousor,a et rì., p.81- 85, pl. l, fis.21; pl.4, fig. 1.
Material. 1 axial sectìon.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Dan'az; from
Middle Carboniferous, Moscovian to Upper Carboniferous, Kasimov-
ian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, sectìon D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation,
memDer ). unll ). 5lmple / /.
Schubertella elliptica Putrja, 1956
Pl. 1, fìg. 12
1956 Schubertella ellipticaPutrja, p.411, pl.6, fig. 10.
Material. 4 .rrial secrion:.
Distribution and age. Donets Basin, Llrals, Darvaz; from Mid-
dle Carboniferous, Moscovian to Uppcr Carbonìferous, Krsimovian.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation,
membcr 5, unit 1, samplel'{-,1; Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 5, unit l, sarnple 6Z; member 6, unit 2, santple 85.
Fusiella Lee Ec Chen, 1930
Fusiella typica Lee & Chen, 1930
PI.1, fìgs.15-1l
1 930 Fusiella typica l.ee tr Chen in Lce et a1., p. 102-108, pl. 6, fìgs.
Material. 3 axial ancl several tangentìal sections.
Distribution and age. China, Middle Asia, Japan, Donets
Basìn, Urals, Viet Nan, Greenland, Spitsbergen, Spain, Serbia, East
European Platform; from Middle Carboniferous, lJpper Moscovìan to
Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovr;rn.
Occurrence. Kelaikuhna, secrior 1006; Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 1, sample 14-,{; Safcrg,vr, section D-172, Kalaìkuhna
Iìormation, member 5, unit 1 (sanrple 67), and unit 2 (sample /1).
Fusiella lancetiformis Putrja, 1939
Pì. I, fig.18
1939 FusìellalancetformisPttrla, p. 110-112, pl. 1, figs.2-6.
Material. Z trngenrial scctions.
Distribution and age. Donets Basin, East European Platform,
lJrals, Greenland, Spitsbergen, Spain, Mìddle Asia; frorn Middle Car-
boniferous, Uppe r \,foscovian to lJpper Carboniferous, Kasirnovi:rn.
Occurrence. Safctgl'r, sectìon D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, sampìe /0.
Fusiella segyrdashtiensis Davydov n. sp.
Pl. 1, fig. 19,20
1997 FusiellaDavydou pl. 1, fig. 5 (nomen nudurr).
Nomenclatural note. The nane F. segtrdashtiensis was used the
first tìme bv Davydov (1982) in his doctoral thesis. Later, Dar-vdov
(1997) still used thìs name for some specimens of the Moscow basin,
u.ithout any description and designation of types. Therefore this name
shouid be considered up ro nor/ as a notnen nudum.
Holotype. CGM 179a/12678. Darvaz,, Vozgina, section D-157,
Kalaikuhna Formetion, bed ll; Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian,
zone Montìparus urnbonoplicatus T. kurshabensis.
Material. 6 axial and 10 subarial secrions.
Descriplion. Shell rather large, subrhombical, r.ith sharply
pointcd poles. Coil is tight and regularlv screws troughour the shell.
Thc first to first and half volutions have a short axis of coìlìng d:isposed
at 90':' angle to that of the outer volutions. Mature specimens oi Z-8
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volutions possess an ar.erage of 1.9 to 2.85 mm in length and 0.55 to Quasifusulinoides fusulinoides (Putrja, 1940)
0.9 mm in diameter; form ratios 3.1 to 4.1. Spirotheca composed of pl. t, figs.21,22
thin dense tectum and structureless light primatheca. Thickness of
spirotheca 0.01-0.02 mm. Septa in all r-olutions are straigh. Axìal fì11- 1940 Pseudotriticites fusulìnoides Putrja, p. 62-61, pI.3, figs. 12-13;
ings massive, particularly in first ,t volutions. Proloculus is minute, pl..+, figs. 1-3.
subsphaerical with outside diameter of about 0.0,1 to 0.0/ mm. Tunnel
low and rather narrow Chomata small and asymmetrical occur Material. 5 axial sections.
throughout the all volutions. Distribution and age. lJrals, Donets Basin, East European
Discussion. Fusiella segtrdashtiensis dilfers {rom the all knorvn Platform, Middle Asia; from Middle Carboniferous, uppermost
species of Fusiella by large, eight voÌutions test. From closest species Moscovian to Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
F. lancetì.furmis Putrja, 1939 it is differs by larger test and greater num- Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formatron,
ber of volutions and by subrhombical test outline. lr- segtrdashtiensis is member 5, unit 2, sample Z1; Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna
similar to Ktaantoellafujimorol Sakagami & Omata, 1957,btr differs in Formation, member 5, unìt 1, sample 14-1.
coiling of first 1or 2 volutions at large angle to outer fusiform volu-
tions. Besides, F. sagtrdashtiensls has straigh septa; septa of K. fujimo-
roi slightly fluted in polar regions.
occurrence and age. Vozgina, secîion 152, Kalaikuhna For- Quasifusulinoides iuvenatus Kireeva' 1963
nation, member 5; Moscow Basin, Domodedovo section, bed zta Pl. I' fig.26
(Darydov, 199l), Uppermost Moscoviàn-middle Kasimovran.
1963 Quasifusulinoid.es jwvenatus Kireeva in Bogush, p. 119-120, pl.
I l. [ie'. ]. 7.
Order Fusulinida Fursenko, 1958
Family Fusulinidae Moeller, 1828 Material' 1 axial and se'eral tansential sections'
Distribution and age. Ferghana, Darvaz,; Upper Carbonifer-
Subfamily Fusulininae Moeller, 1878 ous, lower Kasimovian.
Quasfusulinoides Rauser et Rozovskaya in Rauser-Chernousova & Occurrence. Safetgyr, secrion D-122; Kalaikuhna Formatron,
Fursenko, 1959 member 5, unit 2, sample 21.
PLATE 1
Fig. 1 - PalaeostffilLa mocbaensis (van Ginkel). x 20. Subaxial section, CGM la/12678. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit
l,zone Sch. exPressus P compactus.
Fig.2,3 - Palaeosraffella moelLeri (Ozawa). x 20. Axial sections, CGM 2a/12678 and CGM 3a/12678. Sectjon D-112, Kaiaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, zone Sch. expressils - P comPactils.
Fig. 4 - Paraxffilloides psekdosphaeroldea (Dutkevich). x 20. Axial section CGM 4a/12678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member
6, unit 4, zone Sch.fusformis - Sch. pamirìcus.
Fig. 5, 6 - Ozauainella c[. angulata (Colani). x 50. Tangential sections CGM 5a/12678 and CGM 6a112678. Section D- 122, Kalaikuhna For-
mation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus - T. kwrshabensis.
Fig. / - Eoscbubertella sphderica staffelloides (Suleimanov). x 50. Axiai sectìon CGMZa/12678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, mem-
ber 5, unit 2, zone M. umbortoplicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig. 8 - Scbubertella galinae Safonova. x 50. Axiai section CGM 8a/12678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 5, zone Sch.
expressus - P compactus.
Fig. 9 - Schubertella mjachkooensis Rauser. x 50. Axial section CGM 9a/ 1267 8. Section D - 1 /2, Kalaikuhna Formation, membe r 5, unit 5, zone
Sch. expressus P comp.lctus.
Fig. 10, 11 - Eoscbubertella lata (.Lee et Chen). x 50. 10) Axial section CGM 1Aa|12678. 1i) Subax:ial section CGM 11a112678. Section D-122,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonopLicatus - T. kursbabensis.
Fig. 12 - SchubertelLaellipticaPurja. x 50. Axial section CGM 12a112678. Section 1006, KalaikuhnaFormation, member 5, unit 1, zone Sch.
er?ressus P compactus.
Fig. 13, 14 -Eoschubertella procera(Rauser).x50. AxialsectjonsCGMl3a/12678andCGM14e/12678.SectionD-l22,KalaikuhnaFormatron,
member 5,unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig. 15-1l -Fusiella1,picaLeeetChen.x40.i5, l6) Axiai sectionsCCMl5a/12678andCGM|6al12678.Sectionl006,member5,unit1,zone
Sch. expressus P compactus. 17) Axial section CGM 17a112678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit l, zone P
tariabilis O. paraoroides.
Fig. i8 - Fusiellalancetiformts Putria.x40.Tangential sectionCGM 18a112678. SectionD-l22,KalaikuhnaFormation,member5,unit2,zone
M. umbonoplicatus - T. kurshabensìs.
Fìg. 19, 2a - Fusiella segtrdashtiensìs Davydov n. sp. x 40. 19) Subaxial section CGM 180a/12628; 20) Axial section of the holotype CGM
179a/12678. Vozgina, sectìon D-15/, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, zone Montiparus umbetnoplicatus-Tritícites leurshabensis.
Frg.2l,22 - Quasifusulinoìdes fwsulinoides (Putrja). x 15. Axial sections CG}l4 l9a/D.678 and CGM 20a112678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna For-
mation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatws - T. Jeursbabensis.
Fìg.23,24 -QwasifusulinabrevtsBrazhntkova.xl5.AxialsectionsCGM2lal126T8andCGM22a/12678.SectionD-l22,KalaikuhnaFormatìon,
member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus - T. kwrsbabensís.
Fig.25 - Quasifusulina longissíma (Moeller). x 15. Axial section CGM 23a112678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formatìon, member 5, unit 2,
zone M. umbonopLicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig.26 - Quasìfusulinoides juaenatus Kireeva. x 15. Axial section of the holotype CGM 21a112678. Scction D-172, Kalaikuhna Formatìon,
memder 5, unit 2, zone umbonoplicatus - T. kurshabensis.
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Subfamily Quasifusilininae Putrja, 1 956
Quasìfusulina Chen, 1 934
Quasifusulina brevis Brazhnikova, 1939
Pl. 1, figs.23,24
1939 Quasifusulina longissima var. brevis Brazhnikova, p. 263-264,
pl. a, fig. 1 :rnd 1a.
Material. 6 axial sections.
Distribution and age. Donets Basin, Dam-az Upper Carbonif-
erous, Kasimovìan.
Occurrence. Safetgl.r, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
nr(mbcr 5. unìr 2. 
'.rmplc. 6q arrd 
-0.
Quasifusulina longissima (Moeller, 1878)
Pl. 1, fig.25
1878 Fusulìna longissitna Moeller, p. 59-61, pl. 1, Iìg. 4; pl. 2, fìgs.1 a
e; pl. 8, figs. 1 a-c.
Maierial. 1 axjal and 2 tangential sections.
Distribution and age. East European Platforn, Donets Basin,
Spitsbergen, Slovenia, Middle Asia, Chìna, Indochina, Japan; from
Upper Carboniferous (Kasimovian) to Lon'er Permian (Asselian).
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formatìon,
member 5, unit 2, sample 69
Quasifusulina aff. popensis Thompson, 1965
Pl. 2, {ig. 3
Material. 1 axiai section.
Distribution and age. British Columbia (Can:.Ì:). Dan':z;
Upper Carboniferous.
Discussion. Described specimen dìffers from q'picil Quasi
fusulina popensis Thompson in thinner spirotheca and thinncr and less
folded septa.
Occurrence. Safetg,vr, section D-1/2, Kalaikuhna Formation,
m.rrh.r5 rrnìr ì 
'rrnnle-].
Quasifusulina pseudotenuissima n. sp.
Pl.2, figs. 1,2,5
1940 Quasfusulina tenuissíma Putrja, p. 71-72, pl.5, fig. 6.
. Holotype. CCM25al 12678. Darvaz, Safetgvr, section D-112,
Kalaikuhne Formation, member 5, unit 3, sample 73; Uppcr Carbonif-
V I. Daqdov
erous, Kasìmovian, zone Mr:ntiparus umbonoplicatus-Tritìcites Jeur
shabensis.
Material. .l axi:l rnci I subaxìal recrion\.
Description. Shell rather large, subcylindrical, with bluntly
rounded poles. Mature specimens about 6 volutions and average 8 ro 9
mm in length and 2.3 to 2.6 mn in diameter; fonn ratio 3.5 to 4.
Spirotheca composed of tectum and fìne-textured porous primatheca;
.r-;- .- r :--^^,,r-*:--.-, lurionr. Thick_(1ilil arìu il r(Sural il[r(r rcClOflum àpPeif\ In lnnef vO
ness of spìrotheca 0.056 mm. Septa strongly and rather regularly flut-
ed throughout shell. Septal folds rounded and not very hìgh. Axial fill-
ìng mrssive. prrticul.rrly in first 4 r.olutions. Proloculus large, sub-
sphaerical; its outside diameter 0.35 to 0.32 mm. Tunnel low and rather
narrov Chomata wcak, present onlv on proloculus.
Discussion. Quasifusulina pseudotenuissima n. sp. difiers from
Q. tenuissima (Schellwien, 1898) in its subcylindrical outline, less
intensivelv and less regularly septal fluting, and less massive axial fill-
ing. Besides, (). tenuissima is younger in age (Asselian-Sakmarian).
Described species differs ftom Quasifusulina elongata Schlykova, 1948
in shorter shell r.hich is 3.5-,1.0 mm long whereas length of Q. e/oz
gata is 4.7-6.2 nn.
Distribution and age. Darvirz, Donets Basin, right bank of
Severskl' Donets Rìver, Limestone 6 r.rnder O.1;
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formetion,
member 5, unit 3, sample 7.3; Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member /, unit 1, sample 21.
F'amilv Fusulinellidae Staff et \il/edekind, 1910
Subfamilv Fusulinellinae Staff et \Wcdckind, 1910
Fus ulinella Moeller, 1 878
Fusulinella schwagerinoides (Deprat, 1913)
P1. 2, fig. a
lg13 Neolusulinella scb'oagtrino,ìdcs Deprat, p. +l-4+, pl. 7, frgs. 17-2a.
Material. 2 axial sectrons.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Donets Birsìn,
Spain, Hungary, Middle Asia, Chinr. Indochina. Jap:n; mostly Middle
Carboniferous, Upper Moscovian, rarely Upper Carbonìferous, lor-
crmost Kasimovìan.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Fornration,
n'embcr 5. unir 1..:mpìe 67.
Protriticites Putrja, 1948
Discussion. In original diagnosis the main featurc of the genus
is structure of spirotheca: iour lalered with tectum. diaphanothece,
PLATE 2
Fig. 1, 2, 5 Quasfusulina pseudotenuissima n. sp. x 15. 1, 2) Axial sections CGM 25a/12678 (holotvpe) and CGM 26a/12678. Scction D-122,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 3, zone M. nmbonoplicatus - T kurshabensis. 5) Axial section CGM 27rl1.2678. Section 1006,
Kalaikuhna Formation. member 7. unit 1. zone R. rossicus.
Fig. I - Quasifusulina a[[.popensis Thompson. x 15. Axìal section CGM 28t/L2678. Section D-i12, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unrt
3, z,one M. umbonoplicatus - T kurshabensk
Fig. 1 - FusuJinella scbteagerinoid.es (Deprat). x 20. Arial section CGM 29a/ 12678. Section D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1,
zone P oariabìlis - O. paraotoìdes.
Fig. 6- 8 - Protriticites aÍ|. pseudomontiparus Putrja. x 20. Axial sections C GM 8a/ i 2 6 /8 , CGM 3a/1267 8 and C GM 31/ 1267 L Section D - 1 /2,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 5, zone Sch. expressus - P cotrtpactus.
Fig. 9- 14 - Protrìticites aff . sphaericus Voloz-hanina. x 20. 9- 1 1 ) Axial sections CGM 32a/L267 8, CGM 33al12678 and CCM 34al1267L 12-14)
Snbaxial sections CG}ú35a/12678 and CGM 36a112678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 5, z.one Sch. expres
sus - P c()mpdctzs. 1,1) Axial section CGM 37a/ 12678. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1, z,one Sch. expressils
P conlprlctus.
Fig. 15 - Protritìcites twrkestanicus Bensh. x 15. Subaxial section CGM 38a/12678. Section i006, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1,
zone Sch. exPressus - P compactus.





inner and outer tectoria. All iayers penetrated by fine pores, which
more coerse in inner tectoriurn. In outer volutions inner tectorìum and
dìaph:notheca become joint and pores there simultaneously becone
colrser. Structure of spìrotheca in outermost volution of most devel-
oped forms can be two layeretl; however p()r() il thc spirotheca are
alx.ays simple paralÌel (Putrja 19,18; Chen 19ó3; Rozor.skaya 1,975;
Rauser-Chernousova ct aI. 1996; Davvdov Er Krainer 1999). Putrla
(1948) considcred Protríticites as transitìonal stcp in fusulinid evolu-
tion betneen Fusulinella and hìticites whereas Van Ginkel Ei Villa
(1999) surgcsted Protrtticites to be l transition between Fusuline/la
and Montiprtrus. Bec:ruse nr:rjor distinction between all these genera is
, h,',"'-' 
^f .'.;.^'L.. s - n,,r -vnnnr rnr Prn. I --tLl( nc.ll.tl r\lr(Ll tt't I',ufrlflcllrs ll.ln-
sitionel character of spirotheca strllcture and somel'htrt unstable fea
tures of that spirotheca. Indeed, x.e found in studied n.rtcri.rl rlpicrl
Protritícites n-ith four-lal'ered u,all structure and some forms with r.ari-
able in ontogcnesis structure of spirothcc.r. Thrt torrn' in e;rrJy volu-
tions possess three la1'erecl spirotheca with tectum, inner and outer
tcctoria. In oLrter volutions spirotheca four-lavered r-ith tecrun, rhin
discontinuous outer tectoriurn, thick to very- thick inner tectorium and
dcveloped at different deercc diaphrnother.r. Lr oLrrermosr volutions
wall spirothec:r leyerccl r.ith thin tecturì) and mediun ìn thickness
porous inner la1.cr (primatheca). Such at\.piciJ Protriticites were
descrìbed b1' Bensh (1912) from South Fergana.'ù/e also includes these
forms into Protriticites as thev most similar to this genus, hor.ever it
has been clone at ccrtain degree conyentionalh. ln case r.here x.all
structure of some of thc forms rras too different from holotype such
fornrs identìfied with sien of open nonrenclature ("at'finii'1.
Urals,
Middle
Protriticites rff. pseudomontiparus Putrja, 1948
Pl. 2, figs. 6-8
lVìalerial. 3 arial sections.
Distribution and age. Donets Basin, East European Platform,
Carnìc Alps, Cant:rbrian Mountains, Spitsbergen, Greenland,
Asi;r; Upper Carboniferous, lowcr Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgvr, scction D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation,
Kalaikuhnamcmber 5, unit 5, s:rmpìe 77; Kalaikuhna, section 1006,











Protriticites aff. sphaericus Volozhanina, 1962
PI.2, figs.9-14
Material. .1 axial and 3 subaxial sections.
Discussion. Described specìmens of this species from Darv:rz
differ from typicaÌ representatiyes of Protriticites sphdericus Volozhan-
rna, 1962 frorn Tìman in smaller proloculus, tighter coilìng and often
less globular outline. Thel' likcl.": quite sirnilar with small inflated Pro-
rrititire'.lescrjbed by V:n Ginkel & V1ll;r (1999) x Protriticites sp. 6 ex
gr. P subsch'eagerinoides Rozovsir:rva, 1950. However, wc belìeve that
popuiation r.c recorded in Darvaz as r.ell this P. sp. ex gr. subsch.ott-
gerinoìtl.es from Cantabrian Mountains differ {rom t1'picaì P subschua-
gerinoides Rozovsk:r1'a, 1950 ìn smaller size, morc inflatecl outline, less
well developed chomata and different chlractcr of structure of
spìrothcca.
Distribution and age. Timan, Urals, Spitsbergen, Greenland,
Darvaz; Upper Carbonìferous, los-er Kasinovian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section 172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 5, sample ZZ; Kalaìkuhna, section 100ó, Kalajkuhna
Formation, ncmber 5, r-rnit 1, sarnple l4-2
Protriticites turkestanicus Bensh, 1912
Pl. 2, fig. 15
1972 Protriticites globulus turkestanicus Bensh, p. 1S-19. p1. 1, fig. /
Material. I :rrb:ri,rl re.riorr.
Distribution and age. Fergh.rn.r. Dan:z; Upper Carbonifer-
ous, lou-er Kasimor.ian.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, section I006, Kehikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 1, sample 14-2.
Protriticites variabilis Bensh, 1972
Pl. 3, fig. 1
1972 Protriticires utridbìlis Bensh, p. ?2-23, pl.1, figs. 1 .+.
PLATE J
- Protritìcites i:ariabilis Bcnsh. x 20. Subaxial section CGM 3L)a/12678. Section f)-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, rrerrber 5, unit 1, z-one
P oariabilis O. paraoooides.
- Prorriticìtes subschwagerinoitles iflatus Bensh. r 20. A.rial section CGN{ laa/ 1167t. Sectìon l)-172, Kaleikuhna Form;rtion, menrber
5, unjt 1, zone P rariabilis -O. parao.ooides.
- Protriricitcs plícatus K:reeva. x 20. 3) Axial section CGM 41.a/12678. Scction D 122, Kaleìkuhna Formation, menrber 5, unit 1, zone
P pariabilis - O. paraotoides. 1) Axiel scction CCM 42e/12678. Sectìon lOO6, Kalaikuhna Formation, rncrnber 5, unrt 1, zone Sch.
erpressus P colLtPdctils.
- Protríticttcs putrjai n. sp. x 20. 5) Axirl secrion of the holotype CGM .{3a/12678. Section 1006, Ka1:rkuhn;1 Fornratjon, nrernber 5,
unit 1, zone Sch. expressus - P cotr4tactus.6,9) Axial sections CGM 44a/12678 and CGM 45ti12678. Secrjon D 172. Kahikuhna For
nr:rtion, mcmber 5, unit 5, zone ScÀ. exPressus - P contpactus.
- Protriticites comp,tctus n. sp. x 20. 7) Axial section CGM 46al \2678. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Form:rtion, menrber 5, unit 1, zone
Sch. expressus - P compactus. t) Axial sectìon of the holotvpe CGM 47a112678. Section D-172, Kalajhuhna Forrnetion. nrember 
-5,
unit 5, zone Sch. expressus - P cotnPdctus.
- Protríticites formosusYoTozhaninr. x 20. 10-12) Axìal sections CGM .lSa/12618 (holon'pe), CGM 49a/12678 and CGÀ,f 5Aa11267t,
rccordinglr-. Sectìon D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 5, zctne Sch. ocpressus - P contpactus,
l8 Obsoletes pardo'ooides Bensh. x 20. 13, 14, 18) Subarial sections CGlv{ 51a/12628, Cclvf 52t/12678 and CGI\4 53a/126278. Sec-
tjonD 172, Kelaikuhna Form:rtion, member 5, unit 1, z,one P'oariabilìs - C). para.oi:ctiles. 15) Subaxial section CGI,I 5.1rr1267E. Sec-
tìon D-112, Kalaikuhna Fornratìon, menber 5, unit 5, zone Sch. expressus P cottp.Lctks.
- Obsoletes nùnutus asiaticus Bogush. x 10. Axjaì secti.'n CGM 55a/1,2678. Scction D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation. nember 5, unrt 1,
zone P ',:ariabì/is O. parao'ooìdes.
21 Obsoletes tlar"aasícus n. sp. x 20. 12, 20) Arial section CGM 56t11.2678 (holotype) and sub;.Lrial section CGX{ 5ia/12628. Scction
D-172, Kalaikuhna Forrration, member 5, unit 1, zone P carirtbi/is O, paraot-oides.21) Subarial secton CGM57a/12678. Section
D-1/2, Kalaikuhna Formatìon, nember 5, unit 5, zone Sch. expressus P campdctus.
- Obsolerc' i[. oi'oide: lPurrja). x 20. Axial section CGM 58a/12678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhne Formation, rncrnber 5, unit 1, zone
P rariabilis C). paraor-oides.
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l/aterial. 1 subarial secuon.
Distribution and age. Fergana, Dan'az; Upper Carboniferous,
loq er Kaiimor i.tn.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 1, sample 67.
Protriticites subschwagerinoides inflatus Bensh, 1972
Pl. 3, fis. 2
1.972 Protriticttes subscb'oagerìnoides inflatus Bensh, p. 21-22, pl. 3,
rlgs. /-J.
Material. 1 axial section.
Distribution and age. Fergrnr, D:rrraz; Upper Carboniferous,
lower Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safergyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
mernbcr 5. unìr l. s.rrnpìe 6-.
Protriticites plicatus Kireeva , 1950
Pl. 3, figs. 3, 4
1950 Protriticites plicarzs Kireeva, p.196-197, pl. 1, figs. 2-3.
Materìal. 2 axial sectiorrs.
Distribution and age. Donets Basin, East European Platforn.r,
Darvaz-; Upper Carboniferous, Kasirnovian.
Occurrence. Safetgl.r, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 1, rample 6Z; Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna
Formatìon, member 5, unit 1, sample 14-2.
Protriticites formosus Volozhanina, 1962
Pl.3, figs. 1O-12
1962 Protrirícites fermoszs Volozhanina, p. 128-129, pl. 2, fig. a.
Material. 3 axial sections.
Distribution and age. East-European Platform, Darr.ez;
Uppcr C.rrbrrifcrou.. K:'imo' i.rn.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-112, Kala:ikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 5, samples 77 and 79; Upper Carbonjferous, Kasi-
movian.
Protriticites putriai n. sp
Pl. 3, tigs. 5, 6, 9
' Holotype. CGM .13a/12678. Darvaz-, Kalaikuhna, section
1006, Kalaikuhna Form:rtion. member 5. unit 1. sample 14-2; Upper
Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Material. J .rri.rl .ccr ion'.
Description. Shell small, ellipsoidal to short fusifornr, r'ith
bluntlv roundecl poles. M:lture specimens possess 6 volutions, and
measlÌre 2.6 to 2.8 rnrn in length and 1.25 rnm in diameter; form ratio
2.1 tct 2.25. Spirorhcca cornposed of tectum, thin and discontinuous
outer tectorìum, poorlr. defined diaphanothcca and thick inrcr tecto-
rium. In outermost volution spirothcca composed of thin tecturn and
structureless light layer with thin perallel pores. Thickness of spirothe-
ca in the fjfth volution 0.04 to O.O5 mm. Septa wavy across middle of
shell, moderately fluted tor.ard po1es. Proloculus small, its outside
diameter 0.056 nrm. Tunncl rather narror- about half as high as chrm-
ber. Chomata well pronounccd, n,oderate in heìght .tnJ width.
Discussion. Protriticites putjai rs sirnilar to P oiatas Putrjr,
but differs from the latter in its smeller siz-e and less massive chomata.
Occurrence and age. Safetgvf, section D-172, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 5 unit 5, sarlple 7/; Kalaikuhna, section 1006,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1, san-rple l'{-2; Upper Car-
boniferous, Kasimovian.
Protriticites compactus n. sp.
Pl. 3, figs. 7, 8
Holotype. CGM 47a|12678. Darvaz, Sefetgyr, section D-122,




Materiaì. 2 axial sectrorrs.
Descriptlon. Shell small, inflated-fusiform wìth bluntly point-
ed poles. Mature specimens possess 6 r.olutjons and measure 2.2 to
I )5 
'ntr i. 1".-'h ..,1 o qc to 1.0 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.25 to,''-_,'b.''
2.3. Early 4 volutions coiled tightly, followìng volr.rtions by abrupt
expansion into ìoosely coiled adult stage. Spirotheca in two outer volu-
tìons composed of thin tectum and thick, structureless and light inner
laver l.ith thin parallel pores. Structure of spirotheca:in inner volu-
tions is poorll. recognizable. Septa moderate\' fluted :in polar regions
and plane across entire shell. Proloculus small, its outside diameter
0.0/ mm. Tr-rnnel fairly wide, about haìf as high as chamber. Chom:rta
lon and wide in the juvenarium, and low and narrow'in the outermost
volut ion.
Discussion. Described species differs from most o[ Protrit
lcltes spccies ìn having skewed coiling juvenarium.
Occurrence and age. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 5, unit 5, sample 7/; Kalaikuhna, section 1006,
Kalaikuhna Formation, membcr 5. unit l, s:mple 14-5; Upper Car-
boniferous, Kasimovian.
Order Schwagerinida Soloviev;r, 1985
Famill' Triticitidae Davydov in Chuvashev et al., 1986
O bsoletes Kireeva, 1 950
Obsoletes paraovoides Bensh, 1912
PI.3, fìgs. 13-1s, 18
1972 Obsoletes paraouoirles Bensh, p.3O-31, pl.4, fìg. a-6.
Material. 6 arial sections.
Distributìon and age. Ferghantr, Dan'az; Upper Carbonìfer-
ous, lor.cr Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgvr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna formation,
rrrcmber 5. urit' I .rnd 5. 
'.impìe.6- rnJ -9.
Obsoletes minutus asiaticus Bogush, 1963
Pl.3, fig. 16
1963 Obst,leres minutus var. asiatica Bogush, p. 1OO-101, pl. 9, fìgs.
Material. 2 axial sectrons.
Distribution and age. Middlc Asia; Upper Carboniferous,
lower Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgvr, section D-1/2, Kllaikuhna Fornration,
memb.r 5. unir l. \.rrìple 6-.
Obsoletes aff. ovoides (Putrje, 19.10)
Pl.3, fig. l9
Materiaì. 1 arial section.
Distribution and age. Doncts Basin, Mìddle Asia; Upper Car-
boniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgl'r, section D-122, Kalajkuhna Formation,
memh.r 5- rrrrit l. srmnlr' 6-.
Obsoletes darvasicus n. sp
Pl.3, figs. 17,20,21
Stratigraphy and fusulinids from SrM Daru,az z)
Holotype. CGM 56a112678. Darvaz, Safetgyr, section D-172,
Kalaikuhne Fornr;rtion, member 5, unit 1; Upper Carboniferous, Kasi-
movian.
Material. .1 axiai and subax:ial sectìons.
Descriptron. Shell small, inflated fusiform, with bluntll' point-
ed poles. lvlature indjviduals har.e 5.5 to 6 volutions and measure 2.'1 to
2.6 mm in length and 1.3 to 1.4 nm in diameter; form ratio 1.78 to 1.9.
Earil' ,1 1e 4.5 tightly coiled volutions ,rre followed by abmpt expan-
sion into loosely coiled adult st,rge. Spirotheca composed of thin dense
tecrurr antl inner la1-er rith the thin par;rllel pores; thickncss of
spirotheca in final volution is 0.04 to O.05 mm. Poorly defined and dis-
conrinuous diaphanotheca can be recognized ìn earh, volutions. Sept,l
thin and nearll- plane, except for slìght folding near poìes. Proloculus
verv smal1, jts outer diarneter is 0.0.1 to 0.06 mn.r. Tunnel narrow in thc
earl,v volutions and n-ide in the t\îo outer one. 'Veil pronounced, mod-
erate in height and n-idth chomate occur in all but final volution, where
chomata completely abscnt.
Discussion. The described species differs from :rll knon'n
species of Obsoletes in specific rnflatcd fusiform outline and loosely
coiled two outer r-olutions.
Occurrence and age. Safetgyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna
Formation, nember 5 unit 1, sample 6/ (;rbundant) end unit 5, sample
77 (rare); Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Sch.oagerinifurmls Bensh in Rauser-Chernousova et aI, L996
Remarks. Scbu^dgerinifornls genus composed of large group of
Upper Carboniferous and Asselian fusulinids earlier identified as Trlr-
iclres. From true Tii.ticites however this group differs in plane or alnost
plane septa, small proloculus and tight coiling. Sclaagerinformis
appe:rrs in middle Kasimovian as terminai stage in phl,logenetic lineage
Fusulinella - Obsoleres (Darydori 1990). Numero:us Scbt,agerinifunnis
spccies are not honogenous. Very particular group of relatìvel1'large
inflated, subglobular forms with loose coiling jn outer volutions form-
ing around species "Tirlclres" cxpressLrs Anosova in Bensh, 1969 can
be recognized. The :ruthor of the last species based on its specific mor-
phology assuned that it could be described as independent subgenus
or e\ren genus (Anosova & Ektova, 1922). \le found the idea of
Anosor-a to be truc as these subglobular and Joosely coiling forms
chancrerized rn partìculrr rnorpholog,v and stratigraphic range (upper
Kasimovian). \We suggest to divide Schuagerìnformls gerus into two
subgenera: Schuagerìntformis and Tumefadas v'ith the tr-pe tpecies
"Trìticitei'expresslÌs Anosova, in Anosova tr Ektova, 1972.
. 
S c hu^ a ge r ì n i fo rtn i s (S ch za a ge r i n fo r m i s) B e n s h r n




1 950 Triticites (Triticites ) schroagerinifurmis m inor Rozor-'kryr. p.l 5,
pl. s, fig. 1 1, 12.
Material. 7 axiel sections.
Distribution and age. Urals, Dan'az; Uppcr Carboniferous -
Lower Permìan (Asselian).
Occurrence. Safetgvr, section D 122, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 6, unit 1, sample 8l; Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna
Formation, rnember 5, unìt 1, sarnple 14-3.
Schwageriniformis (Schwageriniformis) fusiformis (Bensh, 1972)
Pl. 4, figs. 5, 6
1,972 Triticites fusfonnls Bcnsh, p. 48, 49, pì. Z, fìg. 12; pl. 8, figs. 9-10.
Material. 4 axial sections.
Distributìon and age. Ferghana, Darvaz, Donets Basin south-
ern l-lrals; Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 6, unit 2, sarnples 8/ and 89.
Schwageriniformis (Schwageriniformis) gissaricus compactus
(Bensh, 1 969)
Pl. a, fig. Z
1969 Triticites gisaricus forma compdctd Bensh, p. 1.56, pl. 17, figs. 3-5.
Material. 1.1 axial sectrons.
Distribution and age. Tadjikistan (South Gissar and Darvaz
regions); Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikul-rna Formation,
member 6, unìt 2, samples 85 and 82.
Schwageriniformis (Schwageriniformis) crebrius
(Alekseer-a,1960)
Pl. a, fìgs. 8,9
1960 Triticites incantus var. crebrius Alekseeva, p. 1/8, pÌ. 9, figs. 1-2.
Material. 2 axial sections.
Distribution and age. East-Europe an Platf orm, Darr.az;
Upper C:rbonr[erou'. Ka'irnovirn.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 1, sample 1,1-5.
Schwageriniformis (Schwageriniformis) baisunensis
(Bensh,1969)
Pl.4, figs. 10, 12
1969 Triticites schuagerinifurmis baisunensis Bensh, p.15 1 L52, pL. 16,
frg 1, 2.
Material. 2 subaxial sectrons.
Distribution and age. South Gissar, Dartez, southern Llrals;
Uppcr Carhorriicr ou.. K:.inrrui.rn.
Occurrence. Kalaikubna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation,
menrbcr 5, unit I, s:rnplc 14-,1; Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 6, unit 1, sample 81.
Schwageriniformis (Schwageriniformis) nanus
(Rozovska;'a, l!!Q)
Pl. a, fig. a
1950 Triticites (Tiìtìcites) scbzuagerinifurtnis nanus Rozovskry,r, p.
24-25, pL 5, fig. 9,10.
Material. 1 axial sectron.
Distribution and age. sourhern Urals, Darvaz, China; Upper
Carboniferous, Kasimovian and lower Gz-helian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation,





7969 Triticìtes schuagerinifurmis paral.lelos Scherbovich, p.9-10, pl. 2,
fig.6-10.
1/ E. Ja. Leven & V L Datydo-o
Material. 2 :rxial sections.
Distribulion and age. Precaspian, soLÌthern lJrals, Donets
Basin, Dan-az; Upper Carboniferous.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna Fornation,
member 5, unit 1, sample 1'l-'t.
Schwageriniformis (Schwageriniformis) pamiricus n. sp.
PI.4, figs. 13-19
Holotype. CGNI 7aa|12678. Kalaikuhna, section 1006,
Kalaikukna Fornation member 5, unit 1, sample 14-4; Upper Clr-
boniferous, Kasimovi;rn.
Material. ì5 .rrul 
'. 
crion..
Description. Shcl1 small, fusiform to elongate ellipsoidal, r-ith
slightly conver latcral slopes and pointed or bluntly rounded poles.
Mature specimens possess of 6.5 to 7 volutions and measure 2.9 to 1
mnr in ìength and 1.2 to 1.6 mm ìn diameter; form ratio 2.3 to 2.55.
Coiling in two e:rrl,r, r'olution. tight .rrd endothiroid:l in succeeding
r.olutions planispiral. Final volution coiled looselv Spìrotheca com-
posed of thin tectum and fine-textured keriothec:r. Thickness of
spirotheca in final r'olution 0.05 to 0.06 mm. Septa thin, pÌlne or
slightlv werl' ecross middle of shcll, becon-ring slightlv folded in
extremc polar ends. Proloculus very smaÌl; its outsidc diameter 0.04 to
O.O25 mn. Chomata small, but *.ell pronounced, nound shaped, pre s-
ent onlv in carlu J.5 to ,1 r'o|-rtions. Tunnel rather wide and lot'.
Discussion. The described species is very similar to Schua
gerinifortnís gissaricus (Bensh) but differs from the latter in its ellìp-
soidal shell r.ith bluntlv rounded poles and a slightì-v more con.ìpact
coiled volutions.
Occurrence and age. Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna
Form:rtion, mernber 5, unit 1, s;rmples 1'{-4 and 1'l-5; member 6, unit
,{, s:rmplc 19; rnember /, unit 1, sanpJe 21; Satetgvr, scction D-112,
Kalajkuhna Formation, member 6, unit 1, sample E3; Upper Carbonif-









Schwageriniformis (Tumefactus) n. subgen.
Type species Scbwageriniformis (Tumefactus) exPresshs
(Anosova in Bensh, 1969).
Diagnosis. Shell of medìum siz-e, inflated fusiform to subglob-
ular. Proloculus minute. Coi[ìng in earh- 3-'1 volutions tigbt, in suc-
ceeding volutions loose to very loose. Spirotheca of rnedium thickness
conposed of thin and dense tectum and thick, structureless and light
prim.tth(cJ. The l:tr.r in one-tqo.ur.r roluLion. rcpì.rced b" fine
keriotheca. Sept:r almost plane or slightlv n-aly except ior extreme
poìar ends where rept.r form narros. interlacing. Often occur
phrenothcca. Tunnel low and narror. ìn e;rrly volutions, and wide in
succeeding volutions. Small and well pronounced chomat: occttr ottly
in 3-.1 early volutions.
Discussion. Nerv subgenus Turnet'actus diffcrs from its close
relativc subgenu s Sch'oageriniforrzls in its jnflated or subglobular sheÌÌ
.rnd loore coiìing in ì:tc rolutìon'.
Occurrence and age. MiJJl. Asir l5ourlr Cì...rr. Fer;arr.t.
Darr.az), Carnic Alps, Cantabrian Mountains, southern Urals; middlc
Kasimovian-lower Gzhelian.
Schwageriniformis (Tumefactus) expressus
(Anosor.a in Bcnsh, 1969)
Pl. 4, figs.2O-24
\969 Triticites ? expressus Anosor-a in Bensh, p. 157-158, pl. 17' fig. 9;
pl. 18, fìgs. 1-3.
1972 Triticites erPressus Anosova in Bensh, p. 42.-13, pl. 7, figs. 9-10.
Material. 10 :rirl .ccr ìon..
Distribution and age. Middle Asie (Ferghana, Giss:rr, Dan-az),
Cantabrian Mounteins, Carnic Alps; Upper Carboniferous, Kasimoviln.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, sectjon D-172, Kalaikuhn;r Formation,
member 5 units 2 rncl 5, sanrpìes 7a nd77: Krl.rikuhn.r. section 1006,
Kelaikuhne Forrnation, ncmber 5, unjt I, samples 1'1-3 and l-t--1.
PLATE 1
Sch.oagerintfurntìs (Schu^agerinfurnùs) rnitor (Roz-ovska1.e). x 15. 1, 2) Axjal sectjons CGM5')a112678 and CGM 60r/12678. Section
D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 6, unit i, zonc Scb. fusiformis - Sch. patniricus. 3) Arial sectiÒn CGM 15a/12678. Section
1006, Kalaikuhnl Formation, member 5, unit 1, zone Sch. expressils P compactus.
- Sthu,ageriniformi (Schu^ageriniformisl nanus (Rozovskaya). x 15. Arìal section CGM 61a/ 12678. Sectìon D-122, uember 6, unit I'
z,one Sch. fusformis Sch. Pdmulcus.
- Schu^agerinfurnis (ScboagerìniJòrmis) fusiforzis (Bensh). r 15. Axial sections CGM 62a/1267 8 and CGM 63a/ 12678. Section D- 172,
Krlaikuhna Formation, rnember 6, r.rnit 2, zone Sch. fusifurmìs Sch. parrtiricus.
Scbrt,agerinit'ormis (Sch.odgerinit'ormis) gìssaricus compactus (Bensh). x 15. AxiaL section CGM 61a/12678. Scction D-112, Kalaikuh-
na Formetion, member 6, unit 2, zone Sc/:. fusformn - Sch. pamirìcus.
- Schu,ageriniformis (Schuageriniformis) crebrius (Alekseeva). x 15. Axial sections CGM 65a/12678 and CGI\'I 66a/12678. Section 1006,
Kalaikuhna Fornation, mcmber 5, unit 1, z.one Sch. exPressus - P compactus.
- Schu^agerini.forrnis (.schruagerinifornis) baisunensìs (Bensh). x 15. Axial sections CGM 67t/ 1267E and CGM 68r/12618. Section
1006, Kalailruhna Formation, member 5, unit 1, zonc Sch. exPressus - P comPdctus.
- Schuageriniformis (Schuagerinilòrrnís) pardllelos (Scherbovich). x 15. Axial section CGM 69a11,2678. Section 1006, Kalaihuhna For-
rnation, nrcmber 5. unit l, z.onc Sch. express/.ts - P contpactus.
- Schoagerinìformk (Schuagerintformis) pamiricus n. sp. 13) Axial section of the holot1.pc CGM 70a/12678. r 15. Section 1006,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1, zone Sch. expressus - P compactus. 1.1, 15) Arial sections CCM 71a/1'2678 and CGM
72t/12678. x 15. Section D 1/2, Kalaikuhna Format:ion, member 11, unit 1, zone ScL. fusiforni Sch. paniricus. I5t) Enlrrgement of
fig. 15. r $. 1.6, 17) Subaxial secrions CGM 73a11?678 end CCM 74a112678. x 15. Secction 1006, Kalaikuhna F'ormation, member
5, unit 1, zone Scb. expressus P compactus. l8) Axial section CGM 75a11267t. x 15. Sectìon 1006, Kalaihuhna Formation, menber
6, unit 4, z,onc Scbu. fusíformi - Sch.o. pantìricrzs. 19) Axial section CGM 76a112678. x 15. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Fornration,
nember -, unir l, zore R. ro.sicas.
- Schuageriniforntis (Scbuageriniformis) expressus (Anosova). 20) Subaxial section CGM 77a/12678. x 15. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 5, unit 5. 21) Axial section CGM 78:,/12678. x 15. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1. 21a)
Enlargement of fig. 15. x +0.22) Axial section CGM79t112678. x 15. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2. 21,
2,{) Axial secrions CGM l2al 12678 and CGM 8Ae1fl678. r i5. Section 1006, Kalaikuhnr Formation, member 5, unit 1. 20,21"23,
and 2.1 - zone Sch. exPressus P compactus; 22 - zone At|. umbonnplicatus T kurshabensis.
Fig. 2O-21






Schwageriniformis (Tumefactus) oblisus n. sp.
l'1. 5. lrg:. l-3, 3a
Holotype. CGM 83a/1267 8. Darv:rz, Kalaikuhna, section 1006,
KaÌaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 1, sample 14-4; Upper Car-
boniferous, Kasìmovian.
Material. 3 axial and 2 tangential sections.
Descrìption. Shell ellipsoidal, u.ith bluntly rounded poles.
Mature individuals have 6 to 7.5 volutions, and measure 2.5 to 3./ mm
in length and 1.3 to 2.1 mm in diameter; form ratio 1..76 to 2.A.Earlv
4 to 4.5 volutions coiled tightl1., rate of erpansion in succeedìng volu-
tìons changed abruptly into loose. Spirotheca composed of thin dense
tectum and thìck less dense laver (prin-ratheca) penetrated with thin
pores in final r-olution; sometimes discontinuous outer tectorium
present ìn t\\ro outer volutions. No true keriotheca is recogniz-ed and
only' prominent pores present in two outer volutions. Thickness of
spirotheca in final volution 0.015 to O.OZ mm. Septr thin and nearly
plane, except for polar regions. Rare phrenotheca present in 3 outher
volutions. Proloculus minute, its outside diameter 0.04 to 0.056 mm.
Tunnel narrow and low in inner volutions, significantly widening in
succeeding voiutions. Chomata weak in early 4 volutions and com-
pìetely alr.ent in orrter rolutionr.
Discussion. The describcd species differs from the Schzpa-
gerinìforrnis (Tumefactus) exPressus Anosova in its much greater form
ratios. In this aspcct it similar to "Triticites" expresstts lorma pressula
Anosova in Bensh, 1969, but differs from the latter in its smaller size
and ellipsoidal outline.
Occurrence and age. The r:rne :t holotl pc.
Orde r Schwagerinida Solovieva, i985
Family Schwagerinidae Dunbar et Henbest,193O
M ontiparus, Rozovskaya, 1 950
Montiparus montiparus (Ehrenberg, emend. Moeller, 1828)
Pl. 5, fig. s




(Rauser et Belyaer', 1940),
Pl. 5, figs. '1, 4a, 6
I91O Triticites umbonoplicatus Rauser-Chernousov:ì et al., p. 9-10, pl
-. 
llg\. l-)i 1e\t-lrg. l.
Material. 5 axial sectrons.
Distribution and age. East European Platforrn, Donets Basin,
Dan'az, Carnic Alps, China; Upper Carboniferous, middle Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgl'r section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formatìon,
'_ r'_ '
Montiparus umbonoplicatus longus n. subsp.
Pl.5, figs. /-9
Holotype. Triticítes umbonop/icatus Rauser-Chernousova ct al.,
1940, p. 9-10, pl. 2, fig. 1;. East European Platform, Samara Bend;
Upper Carboniferous, middle Kasimovian.
Material. - ari.rl 
'ection..
Discussion. This subspecies differs fron the rypical Mon
tiparws umbonopLicatus umbonoplicatus in more elongate shell.
Distribution and age. East Er:ropean Platform, Darv;rz-; Upper
Crrboni[er.u', middlc hasinrovi.rrr.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5. rrnir 2, 
'ample.6').70 and -1.
Montiparus umbonoplicatus inflatus n. subsp.
Pl. 5, figs. 10, 10a
Holotype. CGM 89a112678; Darvaz, Safetgyr, section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, ùnit l, sample 23; Upper Carbonìf-
erous, Kasimovian.
lvlaterìal. I arial .ection.
Discussion. Described subspecies differs from M. umbonopli-
catus umbonopllcatzs (Rauser et Belyaev) in more inflated shell and
thicker spìrotheca.
Occurrence and age. The 
':re a' holotype.
Material. 2 axi:rl sectrons.
Distribution and age. East Europcan Platform, Donets Basin,
Middle Asia, Japan; Upper Carboniferous, middle Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaìkuhna Formation,
Montiparus sinuosus sinuosus Rozovskaya, 1950
Pl.6, fig. 19,20
1950 Triticites (l[ontiparus)sinzoszs Rozovskaya, p.18-19, pl. 3, figs.
6-9.
PLATE 5
Fig.1-3,3a -schuageriniformh(Tumefactus)obltsusn.sp.Axial sectionCGMSla/12678.x15.2) Subaxial sectionCGMS2a/12678.x15.3) Axial
section of the bolotype CGM83a/12678. x 15. 3a) Enlargenent of fig. 3. x 40. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unir
7, zone Sch. exPressus - P compactus.
Fig. 4, 4a, 6- 14ontiparus umbonoplicatus urnbonoplicatus (Rauser et Beljaev). 4) Axial section CGM 84a112678. x 15. 4a) Enlargement of fig. +. x
40.6) Axial secrion CGM 85a/12678. x 15. Section D-1/2, Kalaìkuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus T.
kurshabensis.
Fig.5 - Montiparus montiprrus (Ehrenberg). x 15. Axial section CGM 86a112678. Section D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation' member 5, unit 2,
zone T. umbonoplicatus T. kurshabensis.
Fig.7-9 - Montiparus umbctnoplicatus Longws n. subsp. x 15. Axial sections CGM87a/12678, CGM 882/1'2678 and CGM 6a/12678. Section D-
172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, z,one M. umbonoplicatus - T. kurshabensis
Fig. 10, 10a, Montiparus umbonoplicatws inJTatus n. subsp. 1O) Axial section of the holotype CGM 89a/12678. x 15. 1Oa) Enlargenent of fig. 10.
r ,10. Section D-112, Kalaikuhna Formatìon, member 5, unit 3, zone M. umbonoplicatus - T. kursbabensts.
Fig. 11-13 -MontìparuspriscusYrlla.xl5. 11)Axi:rlsectionsCGMgOa/12678and.CGM9la/12678.13) Subarial sectionCGM92al12678.Sec-
tìon D,i72, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatws T kursbabensis.
Fig.14, 14a, \5-Montiparus sinuctsusalaicusBensh.l4) AxialsectionCGM93al1267E.xl5. 14a)Enlargementof fig. 14. x40. 15) Axialsectton
CGM 94a/1267E. x I5. Section D- lZ2, Kalaikuhna Formation, men'rber 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus - T. leurshabensis










28 E. Ja. Let,en & V L Dazrydot,
Material. 2 subarial sectlon.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Urals, Donets
Basin, D;rrvaz; Upper Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgl.r, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, san-rple 10i6-6.
Montiparus sinuosus alaicus Bensh, 1972
Pl. 5, figs. 14, 14a, 15
1.972 Montiparus sìnuosus alaìcus l)ensh, p. 49-40, pl. 6, figs. 6, 7; pl
/)Irg.L
Material. 2 axìal sections.
Distribution and age Fergana, Darvaz, Spain; Upper Car-
boniferous, Kasimovisn.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-i72, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, units 2 and 3, samples /O end 1016-6; Upper Carbonifer-
ous, Kasirnovian.
Montiparus Priscus Villa, 1989
Pl. s, figs. 11-13
1989 Triticítes (Montiparus) priscus Ytlla, p. 241-244,Pl. 40, figs. 1-8;
pi.41, figs. l-9.
Material. 3 axial and subarial sections.
Distribution and age. Spain, Darvaz; Upper Carboniferous,
Kasimor.ian
Occurrence. Safetgl'r, section D-112; Kalaikuhna Formation,
rnerrbcr 5. unit l..arrple 71.
Montiparus kushanicus n. sp.
Pl.6, figs. 1-3
Holotype. CGM 95a112678. D:rrvaz, Safetgyr, section D-122;
Kalaikuhna Formation, menber 5, unit 2, sample Z0; Upper Carboni-
ferous, Kasirnovian.
l\/aterial. 6 axial .c.riun.
Description. Shell fusiform, with slightly angular cquatori;rl
periphery, straight to slìghtly concave lateral slopes and rather bluntly
rounded poles. Maturc specìmens possess of 5 to 5.5 volutions and
meàsure 4.3 to 5.2 nm in length and 1.6 to 1.8 mm in diameter; form
rarro 2.7 to 2.9. Spirotheca consist of tectum and fine keriotheca; outer
tectorium present in early 3 volutions. Thickness of spirotheca in final
volution 0.045 to 0.055 mm. Septa thin, moderately fluted in polar
regìons and slightly and broadly across entire of shell. Proloculus
spherical, its outsìde diameter 0.11 to 0.13 mm. Tunnel narroq about
half as high as chamber. Chomata narrow, about ìralf to threc-quarter
as high as chamber.
Discussion. Montiparus kusbanicus n. sp. is close similar to
Montiparus sinuosus sìnuosws (Rozovskaya, 1950), but differs from the
latter in its smaller size and less intensively septal fluted
Occurrence and age. Safetgl'r, section D-122, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 5, unit 2, samples 69,70 anó 71; Upper Car-
boniferous, Kasimor.ian.
Montiparus rauserae n. sp.
PI.6, figs.4,5
Holotype. CGM 992/12678. Darvaz, Safetgvr, section D-122,
Kalrikrrhnr I-ormation, nrember 5. unit 2..rmple 7O: Upper C.rrbonit-
erous, Kasimovian.
Material. 2 axial and several subaxìal sections.
Description. Shell fus:iform, r'ith concave lateral slopes and
rather sharply pointed poles. Mature specimens possess of 5 to 5.5
volutions and measure 5.1 to 5.5 rnm in length and 1.5 to 1.6 mm rn
,lir*.t.r, f,.r,- trrio I 4 Snirotheca consist of tectum and fine kerìo-
theca; outer tectorium can be recognized only in early 3 volutions.
Thickness of spirotheca 0.06 mrn in final volution. Septa thin, moder-
atel,v fluted in polar regions but plane or broadly $'a\T across entire of
shell. Proloculus spherical, its outside diameter 0.08 to 0.09 mm. Tun-
nel narron, about half as high as chamber. Chomata massive in early
voiutions decreasing in size outwords.
Dìscussion. A specimen verl' sìmilar to described ones has
been included by Rauser-Chernousova et Belyaev (Rauscr-
Che rnousova et a1., 1940, pl. 2, fig. 4) under ntme Triricites umbono-
plicatus. BrLt this specimen and described ones differ from holotype of
M. umbonoplicatas in having more eìongate shell with concave lateral
slopes and sharply pointed poles.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Darr:z;lJpper
Carboniferous, middle Kasimor,ran.
Occurrence. The same as hoìotype.
Montiparus pigmaeus n. sp.
PI.6, figs.6-9,11,14
PLATE 6
Fig. 1,3 - Mortiparus leushanicus n. sp. 1, 2) Axial sections CGM 95rl 12678 (holotype) and CGM 96t112678. x 15. 2r) Enl:rgetrent of fìg. 2.
x40.3)Axial sectionCGMgTa/12678.x15.SectionD-lZ2,KalaikuhnaFormation,member5,unit2,zonell.umbonoplicarws T.
hurshabensis.
F'ig.4,5 - Montiparus r.tuserde n. sp. x 15. Axial sections CGM98al12678 and CGM 99a11267E (holotype). Section D-112, Kalaikuhna For-
mation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbottoplicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig. 6-9, 11.,1.4 - Montiparus pìgmaeus n. sp. x 15. Axial sections CGM lOOa/126l8 (holotvpe), CGM 101a/12628, CGX{ 5al12628, CGM
IOZa/12678, CGM 1.3a/ 1.2678 and CGM 1.a3a112678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, z.one M. umbonopli-
cdtus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig. 10, 12, 13 - Montiparus memorabilis n. sp. x 15. Axial sections CGM 17a/12678 (holotype), CGM 104a/12678 and CGM 1O5a/12618. Secrìon
D,1/2, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus - 7. kurshabensis.
Fig. 15, 16, 16a- Montiparus citreus n. sp. Axial sections CGM 1O6a/12678 (hoJotype) and CGM fi7al12678. x 15. 16a) Enlargernent of fig. 16.
x 40. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation, r.nember 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatws -7. kurshabettsis.
Fig. 1Z - l,lontiparus ptLrrlmontipdrus mesopachus Rozovskaya. x 15. Arial section CGM lOBa/12678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
Fig.18
member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonoplicatus T. leurshabensis
-Montiparus hirsutusn.sp. r15.Axial sectionof theholotypeCGMlOga/12618.SectionD-lZ2,KalaikuhnaFormation,nrernber5,
unit 2, zone M. umbenoplicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig.19, 20 - Montiparus sinuosus sinuosus Rozovskaya. x 15. 19) Subaxial section CGM 1fialf2678. 20) Axial section CGM 11 1al12628. Sectron
D-172, Kaiaikuhna Formatìon, member 5, unit 2, zone M. wmbonoplicatus T. leurshabensis.
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Holotype. CGM 1 OOa/ 1 267 8. Dawaz,Safetgyr, section D-1 72,
Kalaikuhna Formation, menber 5, unit 2, sample /1; Upper Carbonif-
erous, Kasimovian.
Material. 15 axial secuons.
Description. Shell small, fusiform to jnflated-fusiforrn, with
straight to slightly conver lateral slopes and bluntly rounded poles.
Mature individuals have 4 to 5 volutions and measure 1.7 to 2.8 mm ìn
lcngth rnd l.O to 1.1 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.A to 2.6. Spirothe-
ca composed of tectum and fine keriotheca; outer tectorium present
only in earl,v 3 volutions. Thickness of spirotheca 0.04 to 0.06 mm in
last volution. Septa thin, moderately fluted in polar regions and broad-
ly r.avy across entire of shell. Proloculus spherical, its outside diame-
ter 0.098 to 0.125 mm. Tunnel narrorv, about half as high as chamber.
Chomata moderately massive throughout.
Dìscussion. Montiparus Pigmdeus n. sp. is different from the
most of the species of the genrLs in its sm;rli size. In this aspect the
described specics is similar to Montiparws minutus Zhang from NrW
China but differs fron'r the latter in less developed chomata and wavl'
to fluted septa as opposed to plane septa in Montiparus minutus.
Occurrence and age. Safetgl'r, sectìon D-122, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 5, unit 2, samples 69 and 71; Upper Carbonifer-
ous, Kasimor-ian.
Montiparus memorabilis n. sp.
Pl. 6, figs. 1A, D, 13
Holotype. CGl/r l7a/ 12678. Darvaz, Safetgyr, section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, sample /1; Uppcr C:rbonìf-
erous, Kasimor.ian.
Material. 6 :rirl secriorrr.
Description. Shell small, fusiform, r'ith sÌightìy concave later-
al slopes and bluntly rounded poles. Mature individuals have '1 to 5
volutions and measure 1.2 to 3.5 mm in length and 1.3 to 1.5 mm in
diameter; form ratio 2.3 to 2..5. Spirotheca composed of tecturn and
frne keriotheca; outer tectorium is observed only in earlv 3 voìutions.
Thìckness of spirothcca in final volution 0.05 to 0.06 mm. Septa thin,
moderately fluted in polar regions but plane or broedly wevy across
middle of shell. Proloculus spherical; its outside cliameter O.O9 to 0.125
mm. Tunnel n:rrrox., :rbout half as high as chamber. Chomata nxrronr,
about 0.4 to 0.5 as high as chamber.
Discussion. Montíparus memorabilis n.sp. is close sirnilar to .M.
umbonoplicatus (Rauser & Bel,vaev, in Rauser-Chernousova et el. 19'10)
in rnany aspects but differs from the latter in smaller sìze of shell.
Occurrence and age. The same as holotl'pe.
Montiparus citreus n. sp.
Pl. 6, fig. 15,16,16a
Holotype. CGM 1O6a/12618. Darvaz, Safetgyr, section D-112;
Kalaikuhna Formation, membe r 5, unit 2, sample /1; Upper Cerbonif-
erous, Kasimovìan.
Material. 2 axial sections.
Description. Shell rather large, inflated-fusiform to ovoid, with
bluntly rounded poles. Mature specimens possess 5 to 5.5 volutions,
and measure 4.,1 to 4.5 mm in length and 2.3 to 2.'l mm in diameter;
form ratio 1.9. Coiling is uniform in three early volutions, in succeed-
ing volutions chamber height increased abruptly. Spirotheca composed
of tectum and fine keriotheca; irregular outer tectorium is observed in
e arly 3-4 volutions. Thickness of spirotheca in final volution 0.05 mm.
Septa thin, moderately fluted in polar regìons but irregular fluted or
broadl.v wa\iy across middle of shell. Proloculus sphericai; its outside
diameter 0.112 to 0.14 mm. Tunneì ntrrrow, about half as high ,rs cham-
ber. Chomata small, narrow, about O.'1 to 0.5 as high as cìramber. In
fin;rl volution chomata often completely abscnt.
Dìscussion. ùlontiparus citreus n. sp. cliffers from most of the
know Montìparus specie in its inflated-fusiform outìine, loose coìling
in outer volutjons and poorly developed chomata.
Occurrence and age. Thr rrnìc a. h.lotvpc.
Montiparus paramontiparus mesopachus Rozovskaya, 1950
P1.6, fig. 1/
1950 Triticites (Montiparus) pardmontiPdrus mesopachus Rozov-
skaya, p. 15, pl. 2, fig. 1 (part).
Material. 1 axial sectron.
Dislribution and age. East European Platform, Darv.rz; Upper
Carboniferous, Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safctgyr, section D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, sample 1016-6.
Montiparus hirsutus n. sp.
Pl. 6, fig. 18
Holotype. CGM 109a/12628. Darvaz, Safetgyr, section D-112;
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, sample Z1; Uppcr Carbonif-
erous, Kasimovian.
Material. 1 iubarirl 5ecl ion.
PLATE 7
F-ig. 1-1,7 - Mtntiparus dubius n. sp. x 15. Axi:rl sectjons CGM112al12618 (holotvpe), CGM 86a/12678, CGM 2a/12678, CGM 101a/12628,
and CGM 113a112678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M, umbonoplícatws T. leurshabensis.
I,'ig.5,6 - Montiparus sruckenbergiformls n. sp. x 15. Axial scctions CGM 114al12678 (holotype), and CGM 115a/12678. Sectìon D 122,
Kalaikuhna Formrtion, nrember 5, unit J, zone M. utnbonop/icatus - T. kurshabensìs.
Fig. S,9, 1.1.,14-Montiparusdesinens n. sp. x 15.8) Axial sections CGM 116al12618 (holotl'pe), CGMIlTa/\2628, CCM 118a1 1.2678 andCGM
119a/12678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. wmbonoplicatus - T. Jeursbabensis.
Fig. 10, 15, 18 -Triticites /lci n. sp. x 15. Axjal sections CGMI20a/\2628 (l'rolot,vpe), CGM1.21.a./12628 and CGM 1.22t/1.2678. Section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zc:ne M. umbonoplicatus T. leurshabensis,
F'ig. 12, 13 - Triticites kurshabensis Bensh. x 15. 12) Axial section CGM 123a/12678. i3) Subaxial section CGM 124a112678. Section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formarion, menrber 5, rLnit 2, zone M. umbonop/icatus T. leurshabensk.
Fig. 16 - Triticites noinslqi Rauser. x 15. Subaxial section CGM 125a/12678. Section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2' zonc
M. umbonopLicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Frg. 17,19 -Triticitesslzpler(Schellw-ien).xl5.SubaxialsectionsCGMl26a/1,2618andCGM1.27al1.2678.SectionD-1/2,KalaikuhnaForma-
tion member 5, unit 2, zore M. umbonoplicatus T. kurshabensis.
tsìg.20-22,27a - Tritìcites umbonoplicatiformis n. sp.20,21,22) Axial sections CGM 12Sal12618, CGM 1.29a/12678 (holotype), and CGM
13Oa/12678. x 15.21a) Enlargement of fig.21. x,tO. Section D-l12, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. umbonopli-
catus - T. kurshabensk.
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Description. Shell large, inflated fusiform, with blr:ntly point-
cd poles. Mature specimen has 5.5 volutions, and measure 6 mm in
length and 2.5 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.'1. Early 3 volutions con-
stitutc tightly coiled juven;rrìum, which is follot'ed by abrupt exprn-
sion into looselv coiled adult stage. Spirotheca slightly undulating. Its
composed of tectum and fine keriothcca; irregular outer tectoritttl is
observed in early 3-4 volutions. Thickness of spirotheca jn final voÌu-
rion 0.025 mm. Septa thin, moderatelv fluted in polar regions but
broadly and irregular wav)' across middle of shcll. ProlocultLs small.
Tunnei narrow in eerly 3 volutions and rather rvide and lou' in suc-
ceeding volutions. Chomlta weak, occur only in eerll' 4 r'olutions.
Discussion. Montiparus hirsutus n. sp. differs irom Montiparus
subcrassulus rarians l)ensh, 1972 in its less intensivel,v septal flurinq.
Described species bears many similarity to Triticites gusanicus Bensh,
1972but differs from the latter in its warly spirotheca, lcss elongated
juvenarium and ìn presencc of outer tectoriutn.
Occurrence and age. Thc.rnre.r. hol,'rrpc.
Montiparus dubius n. sp.
PI. 7, f:gs. 1-4, 7
Holotype. CGM 112a/1'26lE. Darvrz, Safetgyr, section D-122,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, sample /1; Upper Carbonif-
erous, Kasìmor-ian.
Material. 9 ariaì rcction..
Description. Shell moderate in size, fusiforrr, r'ith straight to
slightll' convex ìateral slopes and bluntly rounded poles. Mature indi-
vidu:rls possess 4.5 to 5 r'olutions and measure I to 3.6 mru in length
and 2.4 to 1.5 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.4 to 3.5. Spirotheca com-
po.eJ 
"f LcstJm and fìle kerioth,irl irregtrlar utrtcr tecloritrlìì ì\
observed in early 3 to 3.5 volutions. Thickncss of spirothcca in fìna1
volution 0.04 to O.O5 rnm. Sept:r thin, moderately fluted in p.ìrr
regions end broadly xra\ry across entire of shell. Proloculus spherical;
its outside clirmeter 0.12 to O.1Z mm. Tunnel narror', about irrlf :' hìgh
as chlmber. Chomat:r narrou', about half as high :rs chambcr height.
Discussion. trlontìparus dubíus n. sp. is vcrl- simìl;rr to ,41. p4g
mdeils n. sp. but differs from the l.rtter in its lrrler and more eiongate
shell and less developed outer tectorium. Described species differs
frorn the primitive Rauserites (R. primiticus Rozovshava, 1950) in its
less intensir-e septal fluting and in occurrence of irregular outer tecto-
rium in inner volutions.
Occurrence and age. Darvaz, Safetgl'r, section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, samplcs ZO and 71; Upper
Carboniferous. Kasimovi:rn
Montiparus stuckenbergiformis n. sp
Pl. /, figs. 5, 6
Holotype. CGM 114a/12628. Drrvaz, Safctgyr, section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formation member 5, unìt 2, sample 1016-6: Uppcr C.rr-
boniferous, Kasimovi:rn.
lVlaterial. 3 axial and 1 subarial sections.
Descriptìon. Shell large, inflete fusiform, with slightly angular
equatoriel peripherl-, nearl,v straìght lateral slopes and bluntly rounded
poles. Mature individuels har-e 5.5 voÌutions and measure 5.'l to 6 mm
in length and 1.8 to 2.6 mrn in diameter; form ratio 2.3 to 2.8. Early 3'5
volutions constitute relatir.ely tightìy coiled juvenarium, rvhich is fol-
lorved by abrupt expansion into loosely coilcd aclult stage. Spirotheca
composed of tectum and very thin alveolar kerìotheca; irregular outer
tectorium is developed in two early volutions. Thickness of spirotheca
in final volution 0.085 mm. Septa nar'y across middle of shell, becom-
ing rnoderately folded toward poles. Proloculus rchtìvely large, its
outside diameter 0.18 mm. Tunnel narron in the carlv volutions, sig-
niiicantlv widening outwards. Chornat:r small, lon' and narrow, devel-
oped in all but final volutior,.
Discussion. Montiparus stucleenbergifermls n. sp. is close sim-
ììar to holotl.pe ol Rauserites stwcleenbergi (Rauser, 1938) in nany
aspect! but differs from the l;Ìtter in its less intcnsive septal fluting and
in occurrence of outer tectorium in earl)' volutions.
Occurrence and age. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna
Formation, nember 5, unit 2. sarnples 7l .lnd l0lo-6; Upper Car-
bonifcrous, Kasimor-ian.
MontiParus desinens n. sp.
Pl. Z, fìgs.8,9, 11, 14
Holotype. CGM 116a/12678. Darvaz, Safetgyr, section D-l22,
Kalaikuhna Fornation, mcmber 5, unit 2, sample Z1; Upper Carbonif-
crous, Kasimoviln.
Material. ,l axial and sevcral subaxial scctions.
Description. Shell moder:àte in size, eJongate-fusiform, u-ith
pointed to bluntly rounded poles. M;rture specimerls possess 5 to 6
volutions and measure 4.6 to 6 mn in length and 1.'l to 1.75 mnl in
diameter; form ratio 2.9 to 3.4. Rrte of erpension gradual throughout.
Spirotheca conposed of tectum and fine keriothccr; irregular outcr
tectoriun can be observed in carl,v 2 or 3 volutions. Thickness of
spirotheca in final r'olution O.O5 to 0.055 nru. Scptr pl:ne or irregular
r';rvy across middle of shell becoming moder:rtel1' fìr:tcd torvard poles
Proloculus moderate in sjze; rts outside diametcr 0.112 to 0.14 mm.
Tunnel lon- and moderate in n-idth. Chorlata rather small, narrorq
about half as high as chamber height.
Discussion. Montiparus desinens n. sp. difters front the most o{
other species of thc genus in its elongate outline, gradual rate of cxpan-
sion of the shell, poorlv developed chomata ;rnd in occurremce of
orrter tectoriunr in errì1 r.ìutìor.
PLATE 8
Fig. 1 - Fergdnites t'erganensis (,A. Miklukho Maclal'). x 15. Axial scction CGM 181t/12678. Sectjon D-10 (Shagon)' Kalaikuhna Formation'
member 7, zone ]1.. rosslcus.
- Ferganites isfarensis (Bcnsh). x 15. Axial section CGM 1.82t112678. Scction D-2OO (Shokhkazak), Kalaikuhna Formrtion, member 6
unit 4, zone Sch. fusiformis-ScL. pamiricus (upper part).
Fig.3,5 - Tritícites aff. ìrregularis annulifera Rauser. x15. l) Axial scction CGM 131a1126787. Section D-112, Kalaikuhna Formation, member
6, unrt 2, zone Sch. fusifornis Scb. pamincas. 5) Arial section CGM 132a/1.2678. Section D-122, Kahìkuhn.r Formrtion, tnenrber 5,
unit 2. Zone M. umbonoplicatus - T. kurshabensis.
Fig.4, 6, 7 - Rauserites rossicus rctssicus (Schellu.ien). x 15. 4) Axial section CGN4 133t/12678. Section D-112, Kalaikuhn;r Form:rtion, membcr Z.
6, 7) Axial sections CGM 134a/12628 and CGM 135a/12678. Section 1007, Kalaikuhna Formation, mcmber 7, untt2. All zone R.
rossicus.
Fig. 8, 9, 11, l) - Rauserìtes rossicus macilentus n. subsp. r 15. 8, 9) Ariel sections CGM 136al12678 (holotype) and CGM llZal12678. Sectron
1006, Kalaikuhna Formation, me mber 7, unit 2. 1 1, 13) Subaxial sections CGM 13 8a/ 12628 and CGM 1'39a/12678. Section D- 1 72,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member Z. All zone R. rossicus
Fìg. 10,12 - Rauserites henbesti (Igo). x 15. Subaxial sectjons CGM 1,iOa/12678 and CGM 111t112678. Scction D-172, Kalaikuhna Formatiou,
member 7. zone R. rossicus.
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Occurrence and age
Formation, member 5, unit 2,
ous, Kasimovian.
E. Ja. Leaen €: V L Da.oydov
. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna
samples 7A and 77l' Upper Carbonifer-
Tritic ite s Girt.v, 1 904
Triiicites kurshabensis Bensh, 1922
Pl. 7, figs. 12, 13
1972 Tiiticites kurshabensìs Bensh, p. 50, pl. 9, figs. Z, 8; pl. 10, fig. 1.
Material. 4 :rirl >ecrioni.
Distribution and age. Fergana, Dan'az, southern Urals; Upper
Carboniferous, rnjddle and upper Kasimor.ian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, sectìon D-122; Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, samples 69 and 70.
Triticites noinskyi Rauser, 1938
Pl. /, fig. 16
1938 Tiiticites noinskyi Rauser-Chernousova, p. 109-1 10, pl. 3, figs.
5,6.
Material. 4 .ubaxial and r.rngenrial \ecr;on\.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, UraÌs, Darvaz;
Upp.r C.rrboniierou.. Ka'irno. ian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122; Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5, unit 2, strmple 21
Triticites simplex (Schellwien, 1908)
P). 7, [ìgs. 17 , 19
1908 Fusulina slzzplex Schelln'ien, p. 179-182, pl. 18, figs. 4-6, 12.
Material. 2 :ubaxi.rl \ecriun\.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, lJr;rls, Donets
Basin, Carnic Alps, Spitsbergen. Drrr az; Upper C.rrb"niferous, r.rpper
Kasimovian.
Occurrence. Safctgvr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
Triticites umbonoplicatiformis n. sp.
Plr.7, ftgs. 2a-22
Holotype. CGM 129.rr t2078. Darr':2, Srictgvr. secrion D-122,




Material. 6 axial and 5 tangential sections.
Descrlption. Shell small, fusiform, u-ith slightly concave later-
al slopes and bluntll' to sharpll- pointed poles. Mature indir-iduals pos-
sess 4 to 5.5 volutions and measure 3.4 to 4.6 mm in length and 1.J to
1.6 mm in diameter; form ratio 2.6 to 2.9. The height of volutions
increases gradually throughout. Spìrotheca composed of thin dense
tectum and thick, less dense ìnner iaver r-irh fine. poorlv defined
kcriothec: (Ì;. Thickness of spirorheca in fin;rl volution 0.056 to 0.07
mm. Septa wa\y across middle of shell becoming moderately fluted
towards poles. Proloculus medium in size; its outside diameter 0.12 to
0.19 mm. Tunnel narroq and low, slightly n-idening outwards. Choma-
ta massive in earll'volutìons slightly decrease ìn size outwards.
Discussion. Ttiticites umbonoplicati.formìs n. sp. close resem-
bles Montiparus umbonoplicatzs Rauser et Belyaer', 1940, but dìffers
from the latter in its smaller size of shell and absence of outer tectori-
um in all volutions.
Occurrence and age. The 
'.rme :' holotype.
Triticites licis n. sp.
Pl. Z, figs. 10, 15, 18
Holotype. CGM 12Oal12678. Drrvaz, Srferg; r. section D-172,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 5, rinìt 2, s.rmple (r9; Upper Carbonif-
erous, Kasimovian.
Material. 5 axial scctions.
Description. Shell small, eJongate fusìform with str:ight to
slightll. 66a1.ga lateral slopes and bluntly pointed poles. Mature indi-
vìduals possess 4.5 to 5 r'olutìons and measure 3.5 to 4.1 mm in length
and 1.1 to 1.3 mm in diameter; form ratio I to 3.2. Coiling planispiral,
gradual throughout. Sp:irotheca composed oi thin, dense tectum and
thick, less dense inner layer with fine, poorly defined kerìotheca (?).
Thickness of spirotheca in final volution 0.050 to 0.05t nnr. Scprr
pl;rne to wa\a- across middle of shell becoming moder;rtely fluted near
poles. Proloculus nedium of size; its outcr diameter 0.09 to 0.14 mm.
Tunnel narrou' and low, slightlv u.idening outr-ards. Chomata narrou',
decreasing in high toward outcr volution.
Discussion. Tríticites /icls n. sp. is closclv similar to T. umbono
plicdtformis n. sp. but differs from the latter in its smaller size and
nore elongate outline.
Ferganites A. Mjhlukho-Maclay, 1 959
Ferganites ferganensis (A. Nliklukho-Macla1., 1 950)
Pl. 8, fig. 1
1950 Triticites Jèrganen sls Mikluhho-Maclav, p. 59-60, pl. /, figs. 1 -,1
PLATE 9
Rauserites rugosus (,Rozovskal'a). x 15. 1) Subaxial section CGM 112a/12678.3) Axial section CGM I13t/12678. Section 1006,
KaÌaikuhna Forrnation, member 7, unit 4, zone À. rossicus.4-Z) Axial sections CGM 1.+5a/12628, CGM I16a/12678, CGM
1.47a| 12678 and CGM 148a/12678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation, rnember t5, unìt 2, zone Sch. fusiformís - Sch. pamiricus.
Rauserites henbesti (Igo). x 15. Subaxial section CGM l44a/12678. Section 1006. Kalaikuhna Formation, member Z, unit 2, zone R.
rossicus.
Fig. 8-10 - Rauserites frtrtlssrzzzs (Rauser). r 15. 8, 1O) Subaxial sectons CGM 1,49t/12678 and CGM 15Aa/f2678. Scction 1006, Kalaikuhna For
mation, member /, unit 2. 9) Axial sectjon CGM 15lra|12678. Section D-122, K;rÌaìkuhna Formation, member Z. All z-one R. rossicus.
Fig. 1 1 - Rauserites trìangulus oriettalis n. subsp. Axial section of the holotl'pe CGM 152a/12628. x 15. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Form:1tron,
member 7 , unit 2, zone R. rossicus.
Fig. 12, 1,1, 15 - Rauserites concinnus n. sp. x 15. 12, 14) Axial sections CGM 153a/12678 (holot1'pe) and CGM I54a/12678. Section 1006,
- :mation, member /, unìt .1. l5) Axial section CGM 155a11267t. Section 100/, Kalaikuhna Formation, member 7, unitNJlf,rKrÌhnf, l-or
J. All zone R. ros,irus.
- Rauserites kuibyshe'r,i (Rauser). Subaxial section CGM 156a1 12678 x15. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation, member Z, unit 4, zone
R. rossicus.
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Material. 2 axial sections.
Distribution and age. F-ergana, Dawaz, southern Urals, Carnic
Alps, Cantabrian Mountains; Upper Carboniferous, upper Kasimov-
ian-G zh elirn.
Occurrence. Shagon, sectjon D-1Oi Kalaìkuhna Fornation,
rnemDer /. sJÌnptc 15.
Ferganites isfarensis (Bensh, 1922)
Pl. 8, fig. 2
1972 Triticites primarius isfarensis Bensh, p. 55-56, pl. 1 1, figs. 3, 4
Material. 3 axìal sections.
Distributron and age. Fergana, Darvaz; Upper Carboniferous,
upper Kasimovian- lower Gzhelian.
Occurrence. Shokhkazak, sectìon D-200; Kirlaikuhn;r Forma,
tion, member 6, unit ,1, sample 52.
Triticites aff. irregularis annulifera Rauser, 1938
Pl. 8, figs.3, s
Material. 2 axial secrrons.
Discussion. The described specimens are somes.hat similar to
Tiiticites irregularìs annulifera Rauseq 193E, but thev dìffer from the
latter in more fletten equatorial peripherl. and in smaller srze.
Distribution and age. East-European Platforrn, Darvaz,
southern Urals; Upper Carboniferous, upper Kasimovian.
Occu rrence. Saf et gyr, s ecrion D - 1 72; Kalaikuhna f-ormation,
member 5, unit 2, sample 1016-6 and member 6, umt2, sample 86.
Rauserites Rozovskay;r, 1948
Rauserites rossicus rossicus (Schellwien, 1908)
Pl. 8, figs. 4, 6, 7
1908 Fusulìna alpina var. rossica Schellwien, p. 17I-172, pl. 15, figs.
5-lJ: pl. la. iig.. l. ì.
lvlaterial. 6 axial sections.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Donets Basin,
lJrals, Central Asia, Carnic Alps, Spitsbergen; Upper Carbonìferous,
lowermost Gz-helian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 7, sample 9/; Kalaikuhna, sections 1006 and 1OOZ, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 7, unit2, sanples 10A6-22-4 and 1OO7-2, accord-
ingl1'.
Occurrence and age. Safetgyr, section D-122; Kalaikuhna
Fornratìon, member 5, unit 2, samplcs 69 ancl 71 Upper Carbonifer-
ous, Kasirlovi:rn.
Rauserites rossicus macilentus n. subsp.
Pl.8, figs.8,9,11,13
Holotype. CGM 136al12628. Darvaz, Kalaikuhna, section
1006; Kalaikuhna Formation, member 7, bed 2, sarnple 22-4; Upper
Carboniferous, lowermost Gzhelian.
Material. Z axial and subaxial sections.
Discussion. This subspecies differs from Rauserites rossicus
rosslcas (Schelln'ien) in its smaller size and tighter coiling 1L:5.3 to
6.2 mm; D=1.5 to 1.7 mm; form ratio 5.5 to 4). The described sub-
specics differs from Rauserites rossicus gzhelicus (Bensh, 1962) in its
smaller size, less intensive septal fluting and more cleveloped chomata.
Occurrence and age. Kalaikuhna, section 1006, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member 7, umr 2, sample 22-4; Safetgvr, section D-122,
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 7, sample 95.
Rauserites henbesti (Igo, l95Z)
Pl. 8, figs. 10, 12; pl.9, fìg.2
1957 Triticites henbesti Igo, p. 243-245, p. 18, figs. 6-1,1.
[/ìaterial. 5 subaxìal and tangential sections.
Distribution and age. Japan, Darvaz; Upper Carboniferous,
uppermost K;rsimor'ìan to lou'ermost Gzheìian.
Occurrence. Safetgvr, section D-i12; K;rlaikuhna, section
1006; Kalaikuhna Fornation, member 7, unit 2, srrnplcs 95 nd 22-2,
accordin gl1'.
Rauserites rugosus (Rozovska1.a, 1958)
Pl. 9, figs. 1, 3-Z
1958 T)'iticites (T'iticìtes) irregularis ragosas Rozovskava, p.82, pl.3,
fig. 7 -9.
Material. 1 1 axial and subexial sections.
Distributíon and age. East European Platforn. southern
Llrals, Darvaz, Carnic Alps; Upper Carbonifcrous, r.rpper Kasirlovian
to ìonermost Gzhelian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, sectìon D-172, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 6, unit 2, sarnple 86; Kalaikuhna, scction 1006, Kalaikuhna
Formation, member Z, unit 
'1, sanrple 25.
Rauserites fortissimus (Rauscr, 1958)
PI.9, fig. 8-10
1 95 8 Trtt i cite s ( Tittì c ite s ) fortì s s irrt us Riruser-Chernousova :in Rozov-
zkaya, p. 90, pl. .+, figs.Z-9.
1958 Triticites fortissimus Rauser-Chernousova, p. 134-135, pl. 1,
fig. 6.
PLATE 1O
Fig. 1, a, 5 - Rauscrites jucundus n. sp. x 15. 1) Axiel section of the holotl'pe CGM l57a/1262E. Sectìon 1006, Kalaikuhna Fornration, member Z,
unìt 
'1. Axial section CGM \58a11267E. Section 1007, KaÌaikuhna Formatìon, member 7, tntt 2.5) Subaxial scction CGIVI
159a/12678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formetion, member 7. All zone R. rossicus.
Fig. 2, l, 3a, 6 - Kushanella globosa n. sp. 2. 3, 6) Axiaì sections CGM 160a/12628, CGM 161a,/ \2678 (holot,vpe) end CGM I62n/ 1267t. x 15. 3a)
Enlarherrent oi fig. 3. x'{0. Section D-172, Kal:rikuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, zone M. unbonoplìccatus , T kurshabensis.
Fig. / - Rauserites darv''asìcus n. sp. Axial section of thc holonpe CGM 163a/12628. x 15. Section 1006, Kalaikuhna Formati6n, member Z,
unìt 2, zonc R.,u,ticu,.
Fig.8-11 -Kushanelladaixiniformn (Izotor,:rE:Vevel).8) Axial sectionCGX,{1.61a/12678.rt5.8a) Enlargementoffig.S.r40.g-ll)Arial sec-
tions CGM 1652112678, CGM 166al12678 and CGM \67t/12678. x 15. Section D-172, Kalaihuhna Form:rtìon, rnembcr 5, unit 2,
zone M. umbon.oplicatus - T. kursbabensis.
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Material. 3 axiaÌ sections.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Darvas, south-
ern lJrals, Donets B;rsin, Spitsbergen; Upper Carboniterous, upper
K:rsimovian and 1on'ermost Gzhelian.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, sectiòn 1006, Kalaikuhna Formation,
nrember 7, unit 2, sample 22-4; Safetgl-r, section D-122, Kalaìkuhna
Formation, member 7, sample 95.
Rauserites kuibyshevi Rauser, 1958
Pl. e, fig. 13
1958 Triticites (Rduserites) kuibysberi Rauser-Chernousova ìn
Rozovskaia, p. 98, p1. 8, figs. 7, 8.
1958 hiticires kuibysheti Rruser-Chernousov!.r, p. 131, pl. 1, fig. 5.
Material. 1 subaxial secrron.
Distribution and age. East European Platform, Darvaz, south-
ern Uraìs, Donets Basin, Spitsbergen; Upper Carboniferous, upper
Kasimovian and lowermost Gzhelian.
Occurrence. Kalaikuhna, section 1006, member 7, rnit 4;
Upper C;rrboniferous, Kasimovran.
Rauserites triangulus orientalis n. subsp
Pl. 9, fig. 1 1
Holotype. CGM 152al12678. Darvaz, Kalaikuhna, sectìon
1006; Kalaikuhna Form:rtion, member 7, rnit 2. sample 22-4; Upper
Carboniferous, lowermost Gz-helian.
lVaterial. 1 axial section.
Discussion. Dcscribed subspecies is ver1. sinrìlar to Triticites
(Triticìtes) tiangulus Rozovskaya (1958, pI.5, fig.2 and 31, but differs
from the lattcr in its more elongate early volutìons and thinner
spirotheca.
Occurrence and age. The :rme r\ holur\ pc.
Rauserites concinnus n. sp.
Pl. 9, figs. 12, 11,15
Holotype. CGM 153a/12678. Darvaz, Kalaikuhna, section
1006; K;rlaikuhna Fornation, member Z, unit 4, sample 25; Uppcr Car-
boniferous, lowermost Gz.helian.
Material. 5 axial sectìons.
Description. Shell large. ierl'elorgrrr fusifr'nn, v-ith bluntl;'
rounded poles. Mature specimens have 5.0 to 6 volutions and measure
7.5 to 8.0 mrn in length rnd 1.8 to 2.0 mn in diameter; form r;rtio 4.0.
Spirotheca composed oi tectum and fine alveolar keriotheca. Thick-
nes' of rpìrothecr in fifth volutions 0.06 to 0.0/ mn. Septa s.aq. to
irregularll' flr-rted across middle part of shell, becoming nroder.rteh-
fluted toward poles. Proloculus medium in size; its outside diameter
varies from 0. 14 to 0. 1 6 mm. Tunnel lon and narrow in earlr. volutions
graduallv and slowlv widening thror-rghout. Chomata small, rnound-
shaped, about 0.3 to 0.5 as high as chamber.
Discussìon. Rauserites concinnus n. sp. is closel,v similar to
Rauserites rosslczs (Schelln.ien, 1908), but differs from the larter ìn its
smaller chomata, r'hich hor.er.er develop in the all volutions, and thin-
ner septa in early r-olutions.
Occurrence and age. Kalaìkuhna, sections 100ó ànd 1007;
Kalaikuhna Formation, member 7,:mìt 4, sample 25 (section 1006) and
unit 4, sample 3 (section 1007); Upper Carboniferous, lon'ermost
Gzhelian.
Rauserites jucundus n. sp.
Pl. 10, f:igs. 1, 4, 5
Holotype. CGM 157al 12678. Darvaz., K:rlaikuhna, section
1006; Kalaikuhna Formation, member 7, unit'i, sample 25; Upper Car-
boniferous, lowermost Gzhelian.
Material. 3 axial and 2 subaxial sections.
Description. Shell large, subcylinclrical, r-ith bluntly rounded
poles. Mature specimens possess 5.5 to 6 r'olutions and measure 5.6 to
8.5 mm in length rnd 1.5 to 2.15 rnm in diameter; form ratio 3.7 to 4.A.
Spirotheca composecl of tectum and fine ah.eolar keriotheca. Thick-
ness of spirotheca, in sixth volution varies from 0.045 to 0.06 mm.
Scpta war,v or irreguìarl-v fluted across rniddle of shell, becoming rnod-
erately folded ton-ard poles. Proloculus rnediurn with outside diameter
of 0.12 to 0.18 mm. Tunnel narror'"-in the early volutions significantly
widening outn'ards. Small and narron'chomata developed only in early
3 volutions.
Discussion. Rauserites jucundus n. sp. is closely similar to
Rauserites rosslcas (SchelÌwien) particularly to the form figured on pl.
15, fig.5 of Schellwien's monorraph (1908), and to 
"7. dcutus" oi
Rauser-Chernousova, 1938, pl. 4, fig. 10. Described species differs
fronr both Rauserites rosslcr.s and ,.7. acutus" (sensu Rauser) in its
smaller siz-e, thìnner spirotheca, less massive chomat,r, and nore elon-
eated earlyvolutrons. R. jucundzs differs ftomR. cetncinnzr n. 
"p. in its
subcl'lindrical outline of shell.
Occurrence and age. Kalaikuhna, sections 1006 and 1002;
Kalaikuhna Fornation, member 7, units 2 and 4, sarlples 22-3 and 25
(section 1006), unit 2, sarnple 2 (section 100/); Safetgyr, section D-
172, Kalaikuhne Formation, member /, sample 95; Upper Carbonif
erous, lowermost Gzhclian.
Rauserites darvasicus n. sp.
Pl. 10, fig. /
Holotype. CGM 163al1267E. Danaz, Kalaikuhna, sectjon
1006, Kalaihuhna Forrnation, member 7, umt 2, sample 22-4; Upper
Carboniferous, lowermost Gz.helian.
Material. 1 ;rxial and i subexial sections.
PLATE 11
Fig. 1 - Kushanella (?) iuueta n. sp. Axial scction of the holotype CGM 168a/12628. x 15. Section f)-172, Kalaikuhna Formation, member
5, unit 2, z,one II. umbonoplicatus T. kurshabensís.
fig.2-4 - Darcasoschuagerìna archaíca (Leven & Scherbovich). x 10 Axi;rl sections CGM 169al12628, CGM ITaa/D678 and CGM
171a/12678. Section D-122, Kalaikuhna Form.rtion. member 7 lupper part).
Fig. 5-l, 9 - Daruasoschoagerina donbasìca n. sp. 5, 6) Arial sections CGM I72a/12628 (holotype) and CGM 173a112678. r 10. 6:r) Enlersement
of fig. 6. x 40. 7, 9) Arial sections CGM 1.74a/12678 ancl CGM 175a/12678. x 10. Donetz- Basin, Kalinovo section, Limestonc P2 ;
lower Gzhelìan, zone Schagonella minor - Sch. protrnplexa.
Fig. 8, 8a, 10, 11, 1la, 11b - Darrasoschuagerina satoi (Ozawa). 8) Axial section CGM 1.76a/1.2678. x 10. 8a) Enlargement of iig. 8. x 40. 10, 11)
Axial sections CCM 177a./12678 and CGM 1.78a/12(t78. x 10. 11 a, b) EnLargement of fig. 11. x 40. Donctz B;rsin, Kalinovo sec-
tion, Limcstone P2, lou.er Gzhelian, z.one SchagtnelÌa ntinor Sch. proimplexa.
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Description. Shell large, elongate-fusiform with pointed poles.
Described specìmen has 6 volutions and measures 2.1 mm in length,
2.0 mm in diameter; form ratio 3.55. Spirotheca composed of tectum
and fine alveolar keriotheca; discontìnuous ourer tectorium occurs ìn
early volutions. Thickness of spirothec:a in fìnal volution vary from
0.028 to 0.035 mm. Septa wary across middle of shell, becoming irreg-
ularly fluted toward poles. Proloculus medium in sìze, with outside
diarneter 0.084 mm. Phrenotheca sporadicalll' occurs in final volution.
Tunnel narrow in early 3 volutions, slightly widenins outw'ards.
Chomata massive, develop in all volutions.
Discussion. Rauserites darcasicws n. sp. is closely similar to R.
benbesti (Igo, 1957) as both have in early volutions discontìnuous
outer tectoriurn. Rauserites darcasicus differs from the latter in its
more sharp poles, more massive chomata and less fluted septa.
Occurrence and age. The .:mc r. holorype.
Kushanella Leren & D:vydov, n. gen.
Type species: Kusbanella daixíntfurmn (Izotova & Vevel, 1998)
Diagnosis. Shell of moderare size, inflated fusìform to sub-
globular, with rounded to bluntly pointed poles. Mature individuals
possess 3.5 to 5.5 volutions. Proloculus usually large to very large.
Volutions coìled looselv throughout. Spìrothec:r very thick and com*
posed of tectum and fine to coarse aÌveolar keriotheca. Discontinuous
outer tectorium, developed in early 2 to 3 volutions, clearly indìcate
phvlogenetic relationship of Kushanella with Montiparur. Scprr irrcgu-
laril- and widely tluted to w:.rvy from polc to pole. Tunneì lou':rnd ner-
roru \Weak chomata occur only on proloculus and earlv 2-3 volutions.
Discussion. Kushanella differs frorn Triticites and Rauserites rn
its subgìobular sh:rpc, larse proloculus, loose coiling, and weak septal
flllttng. Kushane//a at certú,n degree is homeomorpholoeically simiiar
to Chalaroschuagerina, but is distinguished from the iatter in smaller
sizc, less regularly:rnd intensivell- fluted septa and presence of choma-
ta and occurrence of upper tectorium. Charactcr of septal fluting and
inflated-f usiform outline nzke Kushanella similar with Da ixina. Hox,-
ever Kushanella differs from rh. latter in presencc of chomata and
occurrence of uppcr tectoriunr.
Distribution and age. Darvaz, Easrern Pricaspi.rn reqion.
Donets Basin; Upper Carboniferous, middle Kasimor.iar.
L 940
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Kushanella daixiniformis (Izotor-a 8c Vevel, 1998)
Pl. 10, figs. 8-11
Trìticites sp. 1, Putrja, p. 83-84, pl. 6, fig. Z.
14ontiparus daixinformis Izotova 8t Vevel, p.334, pl. 1, {ig'. e-
h (pars).
Malerial. 8 axiel sections.
Distribution and age. Easrcrn Prìc:spi:n region, Done ts
Basin, D;rrv;rz; Upper Carboniferous, niddle Krsimovian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, section D-122, Kalaikuhna Formation,
member 5. rrnir l. 
':mplc' -0, 7l rn,l l0lb-b.
Kushanella globosa n. sp.
Pl. 10, figs. 2,3,3a, 6
1998 Montiparus daíxtnfonnis Izotova and Vevel, p. 33a, pl. 1, fig. j
(pars).
Holotype. CGM 1 6 1 a/ 1 267 8. Darvaz,Safetgyr, secrion D- 1 /2,
Kalajkuhna Formation, member 5, unit 2, samples /O; Upper Car-
boniferous, K;rs:imovian.
MateriaÌ. 5 axirl sectìors.
Description. Shell moderate in size, subglobular, with rounded
poles. Maturc individuals have 1.5 to 5.5 r.oiutions and measure 3.5
mm in length and 2.6 to 2.65 mm in dian-reter; form ratìo 1.3 to 1.35.
Volutions coiled gradually and looscly throughout. Spirotheca thick
cornposed of thin, dense tectum and fine alveolar keriotheca. Septa
thin, x'avy across middle of shell and intensively fluted in polar
extreme. Proloculus medium to large, its outside diameter 0.1 to 0.29
mm. Tunnel lon and narrow in early volutions, sìgnificantiy widening
outwards. tffeak chomata aln-a1's present on proloculus 3 and early
volutions.
Discussion. Described species differs from Kusbanella daixini-
form* (Izotova Er Vevel, 1998) in its subglobular outline and less
intensively septal fluting.
Distribution and age. Darvaz-, Easrern Prica'pirn region;
Upper Carboniferous, middle Kasimovian.
Occurrence. The samc as holot1'pe.
Kushanella (?) insueta n. sp.
Pl. 11, fig. 1
Holotype. CGM 168a/12628. Dan-az, Safetgyr, section D-172;
Kalaikuhna Formatìon, member 5, unit 2, samples /O; Upper Crr-
boniferous, Kasimor.i;rn.
Material. 1 axial and 2 subaxial sectiors.
Description. Shell subglobular, with slightly convex lateral
slopes and slightll' pointed poles. Mature indivìdual has 5.5 r.olutjons
and measure'1.3 to 4.5 mm in length and 2.5 to 4.7 rnrl in diameter;
form ratio 1.2. Volutions coiled gradually and looseiv throughout.
Spirotheca relativell' thin, composed of tectum and fine alveolar kerio-
theca; poorly defined outer tectorium observed in earll- 3 volutions.
Thìckness of spirotheca in final volution 0.06 mm. Septa thin, inten-
sir.ell and deeply but irregularly fluted from poles to poles. ProJoculus
small, its outside diameter O.112 mm. Tunnel low and narrow in:rll
volutions. Chonata narrow and high and occur on proloculus and 3
earl1. r'olutions.
Discussion. Dcscribed species differs f rom the rest of
Kushanella in its small proloculus, relarivelv thin spirotheca and inten-
sively fluted septa.
Occurrence and age. The same as holotype.
Darvasoschwagerina Leven & Davydov, n. gen.
T1.pe species: Paraschuagerina archaica Leven & Scherbovich, 1978, p.
1 1 1, pl. 21, fìg.4, 5.
Diagnosis. Shell nedium to large, r.erv inflated-fusiform to
almost subglobular with slightìr- to \rronqi)t somcrines sharplv point-
ed polcs. lniti;rl volution ovoid. Shell elongates gradualll' attainiag
inflated-fusjform outline beginning from second-third volution. Pro-
loculus minute. Earlv l-4 volutions coiled tight11., succeed:ing volu-
tions loosely to very looselv. Trarsitin between tightll, end loosely
coiled volutions is very short. Spirotheca moder;rtel1. thick, composed
of thin, dcnse tectum, fine alveolar heriotheca and discontinuous uurer
tectoriurn, u'hich usually occurs onlv ìn 3-4 inner r-olr-rtions. In early
r.olutions keriotheca is poorly defined. Septa thìn, intensclv and deeply'
but irregularly fluted from pole to pole in all volutions, forrning in
axial sections continuous interlacing particularlv along aris. Tunnel
narrou- and ìon, well defined predominantly in earl1. r.olutions. Veak
clrom:t: pre'ent onl; in thc juvcn.rrium.
Discussion. Basic morphoìogical features of Ddrcdsoschu- age
rina are very sìmilar to those of Parascht,agerina, to where Darca-
soschu^agerina was previouslv assigned (Leven tr Scherbovich, 1928).
D att a s o s c hu ager in a difÍ er s fr om Paras chtr agerina in its three-layered
structure of spirotheca and occurrence of chomata jn earlr'- 3-4 volu-
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tions. Besides stratìgraphic ranges of Daroasoscbtaagerina (lower
Gzhelìan) tnd Paras chu agerin a (,mìddle Asselian-Sakmari.rn ) r re quire
different.
From Carbonoschuagerina Ozawa, Watanabe & Kobayashi,
1992 the descrìbed genus differs in intensy fluted septa in all volutions
and less nell developed chomata. Carbonoscbaagerina and. Darva
soschuagerina possess different geographical areas and possibly formed
two indepenclent phvlogenic lineages developed from common ances-
tor. Most possibly the ancestor is the species, misinterprcrcd br-
\latanabe (1991, fìg. 22-10; figs. 21 atd 25) as ,,Schuagerina. satcti
(Ozar.a) from lower Hikawan (:upper Kasimovian) of Japan.
Fusulinid oÍ Daraasoschtragerina linetge devcioped in a wav of transi-
tional reduction of upper tectorir, incrersing intensity and con-rplica-
tion of septal fluting, absence of chomata and looser coiling at maturi,
ty. Fusulinids o{ C arb o n o s chu agerina lineage developed lr.ith reduct j on
of upper tectoria and looser coìling at maturity. Horvever, the reduc-
tion of chomata in this lineage proceeded slon-er. Most important dif,
ference is the decreasing of intensitl' of septal fluting in evolution of
Carbonoschwagerina
Darcasoscba,agerim is somewhat similar wìth Lìkharetites
Davydor. (in Popor- et al.,l98l) :rs both possess inflated fusiform to
globular outline of the test, minute proloculus, looselly coiled at matu-
rit1. volutions and small chomat:r at juvcnìle stade. However, Darza-
soschuagerína differs frorn Likharei;ites in three-layered wall structure
ìn all volutions as opposed to tn-o-layered wall in early volutions of
Likharetites, in more developcd chomata and in morc intenseìy and
less regularly flured 
'ept.r. Daruasoscbu,agerína alsct differs from
Likhareùtes in char:rcte r of ontogeni'in test outlinc. Dar.uasoschwage
rlna possess ìn early volutions elongate-fusiform to fusiform outlìne
end inflated-fusifornr to subglobular outline in late volutions.There-
fore form rtro of Dar.Lasoschuagerina in ontogenv is decreasing. E;rrlv
volutjons ol Likbareútes are ovoid or globular and form ratio in
ontogenv almost does not chaneed or incre;rsing what is quite oppo-
site to development ol Dar.oasoscbuagerina. The phylogenv of Darca-
soscbuagerina and l-ikhareùtes is quite different. As it was mentioned
above, most probable ancestor of Darv-asoscbtagerin,t js
"Scb'oagerina" satoi (Ozawa, 1925, sensu \latanabe, 1991). Darra-
soschuagerina extinct very quickly ìn early Gzhelian. Frrst Likharet,ites
appe:rred in Orenburgian from probablv sone infleted Sch,itagerini





Daruasoschuagerìna the t1.pe-species includes a dcscribed
belon- new species and "Schellu,ienia" satoi Ozax,t, 1,925.
Darvasoschwagerina archaica (Leven tr Scherbovich, 1918)
Pl. 11, fig.2 4
1978 Paraschv-agerìna archaica Ler.en & Schcrbor.ich, p. 1 1 1, pl. 21,
tlgs. +, +a. ). ).ì.
Material. 15 axial and sr.rbaxirl sccrions.
Distribution and age. Darvaz, Donets Basin; Upper Carbonif-
erous, lower GhzeÌian.
Occurrence. Safetgyr, secrions D-172 and 1016; Shokhkazak,
section D-200, Kalaìkuhna Formation, member /, unit,1, samplc 1016-
1'1, sanrple D-172162, and sampìe D-200162, accordingì1'.
specimen on Pl. 8, fig. 8 of Ozan-a (1925), which was àssigned by
Torìvama (1958) as a lectotype of the described species. Lectotype and
paratypes possess 3-layred spìrotheca with outer tectorium. It n-as not
noted and described by Ozawa (1925) or Toriyama (1958) but outer
tectorium is clearly visible of photo in publications of these aurhors.
Three-layred spirotheca is described by \Watanabe (1991) in forms he
assigned as 
"Schuagerina?" saroi (Oz.rwa, 1q25) .rnd included later in
Carbonoschuagerina genus (Ozawa et al., t9921. We should note, how-
ever, that .Schu-agerìna?" safol (sensu \fatanabe) looks more primitivc
compare s'ith lectotl.pe of the 
"Schelluienia" satoì Ozawa, 1925, as
they posses less intensely fluted septa and more developed and con-
spicucrus chomata. Therefore we den1. to include .Schwagerina ?" satoì
(Ozawa, 1925 sensu Vatanabe, 1991) into Dartasoschuagerina satoi
(Ozawa, i925). As ìt was sussested above, we belier.e that .Schuagerì
na?" satoi (Ozau'a sensu \lat:rnabe) is most probably ancestral forn-r
for both Carbonosch,u.,agerina and Daruasoschu:agerina and is taking a
position transitional betwecn Montiparus and Carbctnoschttagerina in
one phylogenetic lineage and betr-een Metntiparus and Dan:asosch.oa-
gerina tn another.
Distribution and age. Japan, Donets Basìn; Upper Carbonif-
erousJ upper Kasimovian (?), lower Gzhelian.
Occurrence. Kalinovo section, Limesrone P2, sample A-3/31a,
lower Gzhelian, Scbagonella minor Sch. proimplexa fusulìnid zone
(Darydov, 1990).
Darvasoschwagerina donbasica n. sp.
Pl.11, fig.5-7,9
Holotype. CGM 172a112628. Donets Basin, Kalinovo secrion,
Linrestone P2, samplc A-3/31a, lorver Gzhelian, Schagonella minor-
Scb. proìmplera fusulinid zonc.
Description. Shell medium, very inflated-fusìform to subglob-
ul;rr with slightlv pointcd to bluntly rounded poles. Mature speclnens
possess of 6.5 to 2.5 volutions and measure 5.5 to 6.0 mm in length:rnd
3.5 to.1.15 mm in diameter; form ratios 1.3-1.65. Proloculus minute,
its outside diameter does not excceds 0.08 mm. Earll' 3-4 volutions
coiled tiehtlv, succeeding loosell' to veru loose11.. Rate of expansion
betx.een errh.and late volutions changed rapidly but rel.rrivell gr.rdu-
alh'. Spirotheca reiatively thin, 3-lavered, composed of tecturn, fine
alveolar keriotheca:rncl outer tectorium *.hich is wide in earl1. r.olu-
tions and gredualll' become thinner and discontinuous in late volu
tions. Thickness of spirotheca in final volution O.O/ mm. Septr rhin.
intensivell', deepll' and irregularly fluted from poles to poles. Tirnnel
lou, and narrou. in early volutions and poorly defined in succeeding
volutions. Small and prominent chomata occur only in early 3-.{ volu-
ti ons.
Discussion. The described species closely resembles Dar-ra
soschuagerina archaica (Leven & Scherbovich, 1978) but differs frorn
the latter in more rounded shell and particularlv ìn presencc of upper
tectorium in its spirotheca structure. Daru-asoschuagerina donbasica rs
sonrewhat sirriÌ:rr with Dan:asoschu^agerìna satoi (Ozar'.t, J9251 but
differs in more inilatecl outlinc, more intensive septal flr.rting;rnd lcss
devcloped outer tectorium.
Occurrence and age. Donets Basin, Kalinovo section, Lime-
stone P2, sample A-3/31a, lon-er Gzhelitn. Schagonella mìnor Sch.
proimplexa fusuiinid zone (Darvdov, 1990).
Darvasoschwagerina satoi (Ozar.a, 1925)
Pl. 11,ligs.8,8a, 10, 11, 11a,11b
1.925 Schelluienia satoi Ozawa, p. ,1,1-.+5, pl. 8, figs. 4, 6a, 8.
Material. 6 axial sections.
Discussion. Some specimens r.e found are quite identicaL
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